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To open bank accounts, new customers provide personal information and make a deposit. Within a few minutes (or perhaps a few days), new customers get access to payment services. For many years, the process financial institutions used to open accounts at Federal Reserve Banks was similar. Eligible banks filled out a one-page form and within a week received an account allowing them access to the Federal Reserve’s payment systems. Recently, however, Federal Reserve Banks have spent years considering account requests from novel banks.

This Article examines the Federal Reserve’s process for evaluating requests for accounts. Using interviews, court documents, and other sources, it analyzes recent account requests from a cannabis credit union, a narrow bank, a public bank, a cryptocurrency custodian bank, and a trust company. These requests reveal a lack of transparency and consistency. Most district Federal Reserve Banks do not explain how institutions should apply for accounts. It is not clear who decides whether to open the account. While the Federal Reserve Banks all evaluate risk associated with accounts and payments, the twelve Reserve Banks may not have the same risk tolerances. Decisions may be inconsistent. Even getting a decision can take years. Unfortunately, the Federal Reserve’s recently adopted guidelines, which consist primarily of a risk identification framework, do not fix these problems.

Congress should require that the Federal Reserve adopt public procedures describing how account applications are received and processed. These procedures should clarify the roles of the Reserve Banks and the Federal Reserve Board. To ensure that applicants are treated fairly and consistently, the Federal Reserve should publicly disclose information about account holders, account requests, and account decisions.
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Introduction

To open a bank account, a new customer typically provides personal information and makes a deposit. The bank verifies the customer’s identity and assesses whether the new account is too risky. In many cases, this process can be completed in a matter of minutes. In other cases, it takes a few days. Once an account is open, the customer has a safe place to store money and secure ways to send and receive payments.

Financial institutions, like their customers, need a safe place to keep money and ways to facilitate payments. In the United States, the Federal Reserve Banks provide these services. This Article examines the process banks encounter when seeking a Federal Reserve account and access to Federal Reserve operated payment systems.

Although Federal Reserve Banks have been providing account and payment services since their inception, these accounts are not open to everyone. Until 1980, Federal Reserve accounts “were for the most part ... available only to banks that were members of the Federal Reserve System.” In 1980, Congress passed the Monetary Control Act, giving all depository institutions access to Federal Reserve accounts.

But how does a bank get a Federal Reserve account? Following the Monetary Control Act of 1980, banks opening an account at the Federal Reserve encountered a process like that of customers opening standard bank accounts. The bank applicant completed a one-page form identifying itself, agreeing to be bound by the Federal Reserve’s account policies, and listing the people to whom the Federal Reserve Bank should direct questions regarding the account.
Federal Reserve Banks opened accounts with little independent investigation as to the riskiness of the applicant. For many years, the Federal Reserve Banks’ forms implied that account opening was quick, noting that “[p]rocessing may take 5-7 business days.”

At some point, however, the Federal Reserve changed its approach to processing account requests. Rather than encountering a process like opening a bank account, some recent Federal Reserve account applicants have encountered a lengthy process more like applying for a bank charter. It took the Territorial Bank of American Samoa more than a year and a half to secure its account with the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (San Francisco Fed). During that year, the San Francisco Fed and the Federal Reserve Board peppered the public, uninsured bank with questions about its riskiness. Other applications seem to be languishing in an extensive risk assessment process. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York (New York Fed) has spent more than five years considering an account application from TNB, a narrow bank that would deposit all its customers’ money in a Federal Reserve account. And the Federal Reserve Bank

11. See Telephone Interview with Thomas Hoenig, Former Prs., Fed. Rsrv. Bank of Kansas City (Mar. 11, 2020) (explaining that prior to the recent novel bank applications, there was little controversy over Reserve Bank accounts and applications were routinely granted); Peter Conti-Brown, The Fed Wants to Veto State Banking Authorities. But Is That Legal?, BROOKINGS (Nov. 14, 2018), https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-fed-wants-to-veto-state-banking-authorities-but-is-that-legal/ (describing the process of getting a Federal Reserve account as “[i]formerly[] routine”).


15. See infra notes 323-329 and accompanying text.

of Kansas City (Kansas City Fed) has been reviewing an application from Kraken, a Wyoming cryptocurrency custody bank, for more than two years.\textsuperscript{17}

This is the first scholarly Article to examine the Federal Reserve’s process for handling account and payment services requests. Describing the Federal Reserve’s account request process is not straightforward. The statutory text governing Federal Reserve accounts is sparse, and regulations do not flesh out the procedures. The district Federal Reserve Banks responsible for opening accounts and operating the payment systems are secretive. They have few publicly available policies governing access to accounts. The Federal Reserve Banks claim they are not subject to the Freedom of Information Act.\textsuperscript{18} When faced with information requests, they withhold most information related to their accounts or payment services.\textsuperscript{19} They do not generally provide public information explaining their decisions.\textsuperscript{20}

Using interviews, court filings, information requests, press reports, and other sources, this Article provides a more complete picture of the process novel banks encounter when seeking access to Federal Reserve accounts and payment services. It explores in-depth the experiences of Fourth Corner Credit Union (a cannabis credit union in Colorado), TNB (a non-lending bank in Connecticut), Custodia (a cryptocurrency custody bank in Wyoming), Territorial Bank of American Samoa (a public bank), and Reserve Trust (a fintech trust in Colorado).\textsuperscript{21}

The handling of these account requests raises serious questions about the Federal Reserve’s process. It is not apparent how applicant banks should request


\textsuperscript{18} See, e.g., Freedom of Information Requests, FED. RSRV. BANK OF N.Y., https://www.newyorkfed.org/aboutthefed/freedom-of-information-requests [https://perma.cc/U2S9-3T2W] (stating that although the "[t]he Federal Reserve Bank of New York is not an agency as defined by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and is therefore not subject to the provisions of FOIA," it nevertheless "is committed to complying with the spirit of FOIA"). Others believe that the regional Federal Reserve Banks are within the scope of FOIA. See, e.g., Karla Karlson, Comment, Check and Balances: Using the Freedom of Information Act to Evaluate the Federal Reserve Banks, 60 AM. U. L. REV. 213 (2010).


\textsuperscript{20} Cf. E-mail from Craig C. Zahnd, Sr. Vice Pres., Gen. Couns. & Chief Compliance Officer, Fed. Rsrv. Bank of Kansas City to Tom Jones, Pres., Am. Accountability Found. (Sept. 22, 2022) ("Documents related to a request for a master account are not made available under our policy because sharing this information could impede Bank operations."); E-mail from Erik Z. Revai, Gen. Couns., Fed. Rsrv. Bank of S.F. to author (July 24, 2019) (on file with author) (declining to provide information on account restrictions for a novel bank); Letter from Sen. Pat Toomey to Esther L. George, Pres., Fed. Rsrv. Bank of Kansas City (Feb. 1, 2021) (explaining that when Senator Toomey requested information about meetings held between the Kansas City Fed staff and an applicant for an account, the Bank staff told the Senator "that they believed the records and information requested may contain confidential supervisory information").

\textsuperscript{21} See infra Section III.A-E.
an account or what materials they must provide.\(^2\) It is unclear who is deciding the outcomes of such requests. The Federal Reserve Board seems actively involved in risk assessments of novel banks, but the Board is not transparent about its role.\(^3\) Novel banks undergo a risk assessment, but there are no processes or bright-line rules that would facilitate consistent decisions across the twelve Federal Reserve Bank districts.\(^4\) Some account decisions seem more driven by politics than by risk. Novel banks requesting Federal Reserve accounts often wait years for a decision. The Federal Reserve does not make any of its decisions public.

Recognizing that the process for handling account applications could benefit from “a more transparent and consistent approach,” the Federal Reserve Board recently adopted Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests.\(^5\) The Guidelines identify risks that the Federal Reserve Banks should consider and specify that applications from institutions without a federal regulator should receive greater scrutiny.\(^6\) These Guidelines, in effect, formalize the chartering-like process novel banks have encountered in the last few years.\(^7\) But the Guidelines do little to provide the transparency and consistency the Federal Reserve claims to value. Indeed, the Federal Reserve Board explicitly rejected suggestions, like publicly disclosing account decisions, that would have allowed others to evaluate the fairness and consistency of account access decisions.\(^8\)

Because the Federal Reserve seems uninclined to fix its account procedure problems, Congress should legislatively improve the process. The first step is for Congress to require that the Federal Reserve adopt public procedures explaining how institutions can request accounts and services, what materials they must provide, and when they can expect the Federal Reserve to act on requests.\(^9\) Other bank supervisory applications (chartering, deposit insurance, etc.) routinely provide these procedural safeguards.\(^10\) If the Federal Reserve’s account application process resembles a chartering review, it should be subject to similar safeguards. Next, the Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System should be transparent about the gatekeeping role it plays with respect to account and payment services.\(^11\) The Federal Reserve Board should not be able to evade public scrutiny of its decisions by claiming that the Reserve Banks hold ultimate discretion over accounts. Finally, Congress should require that the Federal

\(^{22}\) See infra Section IV.A.

\(^{23}\) See infra Section IV.B.

\(^{24}\) See infra Section IV.C.


\(^{26}\) Id. at 51106-10.

\(^{27}\) Cf. id. at 51099 n.3 (acknowledging that “[i]n developing the Account Access Guidelines, the Board sought to incorporate as much as possible existing Reserve Bank risk management practices”).

\(^{28}\) See id. at 51102.

\(^{29}\) See infra Section VI.A.

\(^{30}\) See infra notes 505-509.

\(^{31}\) See infra Section VI.B.
Reserve disclose its decisions to deny account or services. This would allow observers to assess whether Federal Reserve Banks’ decisions are fair and consistent. It would also provide future applicants information to evaluate the likelihood of securing an account and may prevent some banks from needlessly traveling an unfruitful path.

I. Federal Reserve Accounts & Payments

The Federal Reserve System (the Federal Reserve) was created by Congress in 1913. Today a collection of twelve privately-owned Federal Reserve Banks geographically dispersed throughout the country acts as the “operating arms” of the System. These are the entities that provide accounts and payment services. The Reserve Banks are supervised by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the Federal Reserve Board or the Board)—an independent government agency with seven members who are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The Board oversees the Reserve Banks’ provision of accounts and payment systems by developing regulations and exercising supervisory authority over the Reserve Banks.

Federal Reserve Bank accounts, or “master accounts” as they are called by the Federal Reserve, provide financial institutions with two important services. First, a Federal Reserve account provides an extremely safe place to deposit money and earn interest. While there are many private places to invest in other contexts, people advocate discarding the use of the word “master” over concerns that the term “evokes” racist history. See Kate Conger, Racial Justice in the Machine, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 13, 2021, at B1 (discussing use of the term “master” in computer programming); see also Sydney Franklin, It May be Time to Retire the ‘Master Bedroom,’ N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 9, 2020, at RE10; Dina LaPolt, Why the Music Industry Must Remove the Racist Term ‘Master Recording’ from Its Vocabulary, VARIETY (Apr. 11, 2022, 12:49 PM PT), https://variety.com/2022/music/opinion/remove-master-recording-slave-1235230283/[https://perma.cc/G3CQ-J3KV]; Rob Parker, We’ve Lived with The Masters’ Name Long Enough, DEADSPIN (June 22, 2020, 1:55 PM), https://deadspin.com/we-ve-lived-with-the-masters-name-long-enough-1844121041 [https://perma.cc/ZC4R-2X7T] (advocating that famous golf tournament held at the Augusta National Golf Club be renamed because “[w]hen you hear anyone say the Masters, you think of slave masters in the South”). Because the Federal Reserve describes its accounts as “master accounts” and industry participants routinely use the term, it would be confusing to eliminate that term from this Article. Nevertheless, I have attempted to minimize its use.
money, none provide the same level of security. Second, an account gives a bank access to payment systems operated by the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve operates check clearing, wire transfer, and automated clearinghouse payment systems. Payments on these networks settle through Federal Reserve accounts. By statute, the Federal Reserve must price these payment services at cost. Without an account, a bank, business, or individual must find a correspondent bank with a Federal Reserve account that is willing to hold its deposits and process its payments, usually for an additional fee. Having direct access to a Federal Reserve Bank account avoids an intermediary and the associated fees and risks. This Part describes the historical evolution of Federal Reserve accounts and payments focusing on their legal underpinnings.

A. Accounts & Payment Services

Since Congress created the Federal Reserve System in 1913, the regional Federal Reserve Banks have been authorized to receive deposits from “member banks.” Nationally chartered banks must become “members” of the Federal Reserve by purchasing stock in the Federal Reserve Bank in their district. State-chartered banks are also eligible to become members by purchasing stock; however, doing so gives the Federal Reserve supervisory authority over the bank.

Federal Reserve accounts were crucial to one of the goals animating the creation of the Federal Reserve—the goal of improving payment systems. In its early days, the Federal Reserve’s payment systems included centralized check clearing services and a wire transfer system (called Fedwire). The Reserve

38. Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. 51099, 51108 (Aug. 19, 2022) (“Balances held in Reserve Bank accounts present no credit or liquidity risk making them very attractive in times of financial or economic stress.”); John Crawford, Lev Menand & Morgan Ricks, FedAccounts: Digital Dollars, 89 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 113, 116 (2021) (“Central bank accounts consist of base money, meaning they are fully sovereign and will not default no matter how large the balance.”); see also supra note 5 (describing the limits of FDIC insurance).

39. Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. at 51106 n.1 (noting that Federal Reserve financial services transactions must settle in a bank’s “master account with a Federal Reserve Bank or in the master account of another institution that has agreed to act as its correspondent”); THE FED EXPLAINED, supra note 6, at 90 (“Settlement is the actual transfer of funds between the payer’s financial institution and the payee’s financial institution.”).


41. Heath P. Tarbert & Liangshun Qian, The Perils and Promise of Correspondent Banking, 133 BANKING L.J. 53, 54 (2016) (“Correspondent banking is the provision of banking services by one bank (the ‘correspondent bank’) to another (the ‘respondent bank’).”).


44. Id. §§ 321, 325.


46. See Connolly & Eisenmenger, supra note 45 (discussing the Federal Reserve’s historical check clearing role); Sprague, supra note 45, at 215 (describing the Federal Reserve as “empowered to

460
Banks added the Automated Clearinghouse (ACH) network, a system for processing batched electronic small-dollar payments, in the 1970s. Federal Reserve Bank accounts facilitate these payment services by providing a way for banks to settle payments among themselves. For example, if two banks each have a Federal Reserve Bank account, the Federal Reserve can settle a wire transfer by taking money from the originating bank’s account and depositing it in the receiving bank’s account. Federal Reserve accounts also facilitate private payment systems by providing settlement services.

While initially the Reserve Banks could only accept deposits from “member banks,” over time, Congress has expanded the list of entities eligible for Federal Reserve accounts. In 1917, nonmember banks and trust companies became eligible to open Federal Reserve accounts “solely for the purposes of exchange or collection” if the bank or trust company “maintains with the Federal reserve bank of its district a balance sufficient to offset the items in transit held for its account by the Federal reserve bank.” The Federal Reserve hoped that allowing nonmember banks to have clearing accounts would encourage more banks to use the Federal Reserve check clearing services.

The Monetary Control Act of 1980 further expanded the list of institutions eligible for Federal Reserve accounts. In addition to “member banks,” “other depository institutions” became eligible to open accounts. This change accompanied new provisions that made all depository institutions, including thrifts and credit unions, subject to deposit reserve requirements. While these institutions were not required to maintain their own Federal Reserve account for holding reserves, allowing them access to accounts gave a broader range of institutions this safe option. Congress also expanded the list of institutions eligible for clearing accounts. In addition to the nonmember banks and trust companies, thrifts, and credit unions, other depository institutions became eligible to open Federal Reserve accounts.

48. THE FED EXPLAINED, supra note 6, at 86-87.
53. Id. § 103, 94 Stat. at 133-34 (codified at 12 U.S.C. § 461(b) (2018)).
54. Reserves may be held “in the Federal Reserve Bank of which [the depository institution] is a member or at which it maintains an account” or in a correspondent bank with a Federal Reserve account. Id. § 104, 94 Stat. at 139 (codified at 12 U.S.C. § 461(c)(1) (2018)).
companies that were previously eligible for clearing accounts, “other depository institutions” are now also eligible.\textsuperscript{56}

\textbf{B. Master Accounts}

Following the passage of the Monetary Control Act, the Federal Reserve Banks began encouraging nonmember banks and thrifts to use their payment services.\textsuperscript{57} Soon the Reserve Banks were opening accounts for newly eligible financial institutions.

The Federal Reserve Banks started using the term “master accounts” in 1998.\textsuperscript{58} Before that time, some banks held more than one Federal Reserve account, and some banks had accounts at more than one Federal Reserve Bank.\textsuperscript{59} The Federal Reserve Banks consolidated these accounts “into a single (master) account” to better accommodate newly authorized interstate bank branching.\textsuperscript{60} With the new “master account” system, the Federal Reserve no longer separated “reserve accounts” and “clearing accounts.”\textsuperscript{61} According to the Federal Reserve, a “master account” is “the record of financial transactions that reflects the financial rights and obligations of an accountholder and the Reserve Bank with respect to each other, and where opening, intraday, and closing balances are determined.”\textsuperscript{62}

At the same time the Federal Reserve Banks began using the term “master accounts,” they adopted uniform operating circulars to “make it easier for depository institutions to conduct business with multiple Reserve Banks.”\textsuperscript{63} Operating Circular 1 covers “Account Relationships.”\textsuperscript{64} It “establish[es] the terms for opening, maintaining, and terminating master accounts.”\textsuperscript{65}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Id. § 105, 94 Stat. at 140 (codified at 12 U.S.C. § 342 (2018)).
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Cf. James Rubenstein, \textit{Fed. Regions Go on Road to Brief New Constituents}, \textsc{Am. Banker}, Sept. 18, 1980, at 3 (reporting that the Minneapolis Fed sent nonmember banks and credit unions an invitation to informational meetings stating that “While services will not become available until next year, it is not too early to learn about what the Federal Reserve has to offer”).
  \item \textsuperscript{59} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} \textit{Operating Circular 1 (1998)}, supra note 10, § 1.2(a).
  \item \textsuperscript{64} \textit{Operating Circular 1 (1998)}, supra note 10, § 2; \textit{Operating Circular 1 (2021)}, supra note 37, § 2.
  \item \textsuperscript{65} \textit{Operating Circular 1 (1998)}, supra note 10, § 1.1; see also \textit{Operating Circular 1 (2021)}, supra note 37, § 1.1 (“This operating circular and its appendices (‘Circular’) set forth the terms under which a Financial Institution may open, maintain, and terminate a Master Account with its Administrative Reserve Bank (ARB).”).
\end{itemize}
Typically, this process for opening an account was quick—for many years the Federal Reserve Banks' forms suggested it could be accomplished in five to seven business days. The Reserve Banks did not conduct much of their own investigation when considering new account applications. Instead, the Reserve Banks relied on the fact that the depository institution had been vetted by some other federal or state bank supervisor. Applications were rarely, if ever, denied. Today, Operating Circular 1 is substantially similar to its predecessors. Yet recent account requests from novel financial institutions have drawn scrutiny. Before examining some of those novel applications, Part II discusses the written procedures for requesting Federal Reserve accounts and payment services in Operating Circular 1 and elsewhere.

II. Account Procedures

As Part I suggests, the statutory authority governing Federal Reserve accounts is short on procedures. Instead, the process for opening and maintaining an account is largely governed by Operating Circular 1, a uniform account agreement of sorts, which was first adopted by the Federal Reserve Banks in 1998. Reserve Banks may have their own internal policies, but only the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has published a guiding handbook.

A. Statutory & Regulatory Authority

Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, identifies four types of financial institutions eligible for Federal Reserve Bank accounts: member banks, depository institutions, nonmember banks, and trust companies.
Reserve Banks are authorized to receive general deposits from member banks and depository institutions. The Federal Reserve Banks are also authorized to hold accounts "solely for the purposes of exchange or of collection" for nonmember banks, trust companies, and other depository institutions, provided that the accountholder "maintains with the Federal Reserve bank of its district a balance in such amount as the Board determines taking into account items in transit, services provided by the Federal Reserve bank, and other factors as the Board may deem appropriate." Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act is supplemented by the Monetary Control Act of 1980. It provides that "all Federal Reserve bank [payment] services . . . shall be available to nonmember depository institutions and such services shall be priced at the same fee schedule applicable to member banks, except that nonmembers shall be subject to any other terms, including a requirement of balances sufficient for clearing purposes, that the Board may determine are applicable to member banks.

Neither the Federal Reserve Act nor the Monetary Control Act describe how financial institutions should request accounts or payment services. They also do not describe the process Reserve Banks should use when considering account access requests, allowing access to payment services, or closing an account.

The Federal Reserve has promulgated some regulations governing accounts and payment services. For example, Regulation D governs bank reserve requirements, specifying that reserves can be kept in vault cash, "[i]n the institution’s account at the Federal Reserve Bank in the Federal Reserve District in which the institution is located," or in a "pass-through" account with a correspondent bank. Regulation J provides rules governing the collection of checks and other items that settle through the Federal Reserve.

---

78. Id.
80. This lack of process has led some to conclude that Congress did not intend that the Reserve Banks evaluate account requests. Instead, they argue that the statutes require Federal Reserve Banks to open accounts for all legally eligible financial institutions. See, e.g., Fourth Corner Credit Union v. Fed. Rsrv. Bank of Kansas City, 861 F.3d 1052, 1067-74 (10th Cir. 2017) (per curiam) (Bacharach, J.); Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss at 14-19, TNB USA Inc. v. Fed. Rsrv. Bank of N.Y., No. 18-CV-07978 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 25, 2020), 2019 WL 2098395; Conti-Brown, supra note 11. The Federal Reserve rejects this interpretation of the statute and asserts broad discretion to deny or limit account and payment services access. Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. 51099, 51106 (Aug. 19, 2022) ("[i]t is important to make clear that legal eligibility does not bestow a right to obtain an account and services."); Federal Reserve Accounts and Services, FED. RSRV. BANK S.F., https://www.frbsf.org/banking/about/what-we-do/accounts-services/ [https://perma.cc/NS5D-BBWV] ("Approval of an application for an account or services is at the [San Francisco Fed's] discretion."). Resolving the extent of the Federal Reserve’s discretion is beyond the scope of this Article.
81. 12 C.F.R. § 204.5(a) (2022). A bank serving as a correspondent must "pass-through" the respondent’s reserves to the Federal Reserve Bank. See id. § 204.5(d)(4).
82. Id. § 210.25(a).
these regulations discusses financial institution access to account and payment services.

B. Operating Circular 1

Federal Reserve Board regulations require the Federal Reserve Banks to issue operating circulars governing their payment services.\(^83\) Since 1998, the Reserve Banks have issued uniform operating circulars.\(^84\) Operating Circular 1 provides "the terms under which a Financial Institution may open, maintain, and terminate a Master Account."\(^85\)

A financial institution's account must be held at the Federal Reserve Bank in the district where the bank is headquartered.\(^86\) For example, a national bank headquartered in New York would request an account from the New York Fed and a state-chartered bank in Wyoming would request an account from the Kansas City Fed. In general, a financial institution can only hold one master account.\(^87\)

A master account is identified by an institution's primary nine-digit routing transit number.\(^88\) Routing numbers are "assigned by the American Bankers Association (ABA) Registrar of Routing Numbers."\(^89\) (The ABA is a trade group of "FDIC insured banks and trust companies.")\(^90\) Under ABA policy, "[t]o be eligible for a Regular Routing Number, a bank must be eligible to maintain an account at a Federal Reserve Bank."\(^91\) When the ABA is uncertain whether a bank requesting a routing number is legally eligible, it asks for clarification from the Federal Reserve Bank in the applicant's district.\(^92\) Operating Circular 1 does not address which institutions are legally eligible.\(^93\)

Operating Circular 1 has a three-paragraph section describing how to "establish a Master Account."\(^94\) First, the institution requesting the account must pass resolutions authorizing individuals to conduct business on behalf of the

---

83. Id. §§ 201.3, 210.25(c), 201.40(c).
85. Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, § 1.0.
86. Id. § 2.5.
87. Id. § 2.1.
88. Id. § 2.2(c).
89. Id. § 2.2(g) (noting that routing transit numbers are also known as ABA numbers).
92. Id.
93. See Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, § 2.2(c) (defining "financial institution" to include "member bank," "depository institution," and "any other entity authorized to have a Master Account with a Reserve Bank").
94. Id. § 2.6.
The Reserve Banks provide a one-page board resolution form. Once an institution has adopted the resolution, it must provide a copy of the resolution and an official authorization list containing the signatures of the authorized individuals. An Authorized Individual must then execute a Master Account Agreement. The Master Account Agreement is one page. It identifies the institution’s routing number, name, and address. It lists the individuals to whom the Reserve Bank should direct questions about the accounts. And finally, it states that the institution agrees to all Federal Reserve operating circulars.

Nothing in Operating Circular 1 suggests that the process of opening a Federal Reserve account is time-consuming for either the requesting institution or the Reserve Bank. Indeed, for nineteen years, the Master Account Agreement stated that “[p]rocessing may take 5-7 business days.” Currently, however, Operating Circular 1 and the account agreement do not address the expected length of the account opening process.

Operating Circular 1 contains several risk-management measures. Every account is “subject to other applicable Federal Reserve regulations and policies relating to accounts maintained at Reserve Banks such as . . . the Federal Reserve Policy Statement on Payment System Risk.” The Reserve Bank “may require a Financial Institution that engages in certain transactions to maintain adequate balances with a Reserve Bank in such amount as the [Reserve Bank] determines.” Account holders cannot have a negative account balance overnight. As collateral to cover overdrafts or other obligations, account holders pledge all their property in the possession or control of any Reserve Bank (money in the master account, government securities held for the institution, etc.).

Operating Circular 1 states that the Reserve Bank “may terminate a Master Account Agreement . . . at any time by notice to the Account Holder but will endeavor to give not less than five business days prior notice.” Circular 1 does

95. Id.
96. Resolutions Authorizing an Institution to Open and Maintain Accounts and Use Services, FED. RSRV. FIN. SERVS. (June 18, 2004), https://www.frbservices.org/binaries/content/assets/crsocms/forms/accounting/acct-holder-resolution.pdf [https://perma.cc/M5N9-2Q5P].
98. Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, § 2.6.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. See supra note 12 comparing appendix 1 in historic operating circulars.
104. Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, § 1.0.
105. Id. § 2.11.
106. Id. § 5.1.
107. Id. § 5.3.
108. Id. § 2.10.
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not provide standards for closing accounts or redress for institutions that believe their account was unfairly closed.


In addition to Operating Circular 1, Federal Reserve Banks may have other policies and procedures governing accounts. In 2004, the Federal Reserve Board significantly revised its policy statement on systemic risk in payment systems. It instructed the Federal Reserve Banks to adopt risk management rules and procedures to comply with the best practices identified in the policy statement. Recognizing that access to payments systems presents risk, the policy explained: “[e]xamples of key features that might be specified in a system’s rules and procedures are controls to limit participant-based risks, such as membership criteria based on participants’ financial and operational health[.]”

Despite the Board’s recommendation that Reserve Banks adopt account access policies, only the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has publicly released such a policy. The New York Fed’s first public document was 2017 guidance for “high risk” accounts. By 2020, that guidance was expanded to a full-fledged Account and Financial Services Handbook that applies to novel banks that maintain or apply for an account. Specifically, the Handbook covers applicants that are “not subject to the supervision of a primary federal supervisor” or that “engage[] in activity that the [New York Fed] determines in its sole discretion, is unusual when compared to Financial Institutions with a similar type of charter or license or is otherwise unusual or suspicious.”

The New York Fed instructs novel account applicants to provide written notice of their intent to seek services, rather than submit a completed account agreement. The Handbook provides a list of documents that an applicant must
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provide when seeking a new account—everything from the applicant’s charter to a Know Your Customer questionnaire, to financial statements, to detailed business plans. Novel applicants must demonstrate their resilience to operational risks, including that their technological systems adequately protect against cyber risks. Moreover, novel applicants are required to “submit an assessment of an Independent Consultant or Auditor” as to whether the applicant has an adequate risk-based compliance framework, including “programs that adequately identify, assess, respond to, communicate, escalate, and monitor compliance risks associated with money-laundering, terrorist financing, and U.S. economic sanctions.” In some cases the Reserve Bank may request meetings or calls with the applicants to “discuss any areas of concern.”

The Handbook says little about how long the application process takes. The only deadline applies to the applicant, not the Reserve Bank. If the New York Fed has “follow-up questions or other requests,” the applicant has “30 calendar days” to answer or provide the requested documents. If the applicant does not respond promptly, the New York Fed may deny the account request.

In addition to the account agreement from Operating Circular 1, novel banks in the Federal Reserve’s second district must agree to supplemental terms and conditions. Those terms and conditions give the Reserve Bank supervision-like authority over the novel bank. The Reserve Bank, for example, may at any time “conduct a review of the Customer’s operations and records as they relate to the Customer’s use of its Master Account and/or Financial services.” In addition to providing access to documents and operations, the novel bank must “facilitate interviews for the [Reserve] Bank with Customer personnel” and “provide appropriate workspace to the [Reserve] Bank during those reviews.” If the Reserve Bank identifies any “red flags” the novel bank...
must provide an explanation within ten days. The novel bank also must inform the New York Fed of any material changes in its operations including changes in its business plan, regulatory or criminal investigations, changes in its means of facilitating payments, and changes in its ownership or legal structure.

The New York Fed’s terms and conditions outsource some review and monitoring to external auditors and consultants. If the Reserve Bank requests it, a novel bank must engage a consultant to provide real-time transaction monitoring. During the monitoring period all transactions must be approved by the monitor before they will be processed by the Reserve Bank. The monitor must prepare a written report for both the novel bank and the Reserve Bank. The Reserve Bank can also request that novel banks engage a consultant to “review the Customer’s past transaction activity” for compliance with anti-money laundering and export control laws. Again, the consultant would report findings to the novel bank and the Reserve Bank.

Although the Handbook usefully alerts novel applicants to the information required to request an account and risk-vetting conducted, it is careful to avoid binding the New York Fed to any procedural course or substantive outcome. The phrase “sole discretion” appears 25 times in the 14-page Handbook.

D. Federal Reserve Financial Services

While the Reserve Banks are tasked with considering new account requests, the task of connecting an accountholder to the Federal Reserve’s payment rails falls to Federal Reserve Financial Services (FRFS), “an integrated organization within the Federal Reserve that is responsible for managing critical payment and securities services.” The FRFS web page described the steps necessary to
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access payment services. Nothing there seems to contemplate an extensive risk-vetting process by FRFS staff, separate from that performed by the Reserve Bank staff when opening an account.

Financial institutions that have not previously done business with FRFS are first instructed to call their Federal Reserve Bank. The institution should be ready to provide its bank charter type, routing number, opening date, and whether it plans to process and settle transactions in-house or via a third-party processor. Second, the institution should choose which Federal Reserve services it wants (check clearing, ACH, wire, etc.). Third, the institution should decide how it wants to access the payment systems. FRFS provides several technology options depending on the institution’s needs and existing computer hardware and software. Fourth, if the institution is opening a Federal Reserve account, it should “complete the Board Resolution and Official Authorization List form at least eight weeks before [the] institution plans to open for business.” These are the forms required by Operating Circular 1. FRFS also requires additional forms specific to the payment services requested. Some services require scheduled testing to make sure that the system is functioning before the institution begins to use the system. Finally, for an institution opening an account, FRFS advises the institution to “ensure that an authorized bank official is available at 9 a.m. on opening day for a confirmation call from the Federal Reserve Banks so that your Fed account will formally be opened by noon that same day.” In five easy steps, and within a contemplated eight weeks, a new financial institution can use Federal Reserve payment services.

III. Novel Bank Applications

Reading the statutes, Operating Circular 1, and Federal Reserve Financial Services’ web page gives the impression that financial institutions’ path to Federal Reserve payments is straightforward and quick. But this is not always the case. Recently, novel banks seeking Federal Reserve accounts have
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encountered a murky, lengthy process from which some might not ever emerge. Using interviews, information requests, court filings, and press reports, this Part explores the Federal Reserve’s handling of novel account applications. It examines account requests from a cannabis credit union, a public bank, a narrow bank, a cryptocurrency custody bank, and a fintech trust company.

Admittedly, these case studies are not standard account applications. They are all “novel” banks—banks with nonstandard structures or business models. The novel banks profiled here were selected because there was some public information about their account requests. In all but one of the cases, the applicants chose to discuss their account requests. The other case attracted scrutiny from members of Congress. Because the Federal Reserve is so secretive, it is difficult to know whether these experiences are typical of novel bank applicants. We do not know, for example, how often novel banks request Federal Reserve accounts or how long it typically takes the Federal Reserve to reach decisions on account requests. Nevertheless, the experiences of these novel banks are similar enough to raise serious questions about the Federal Reserve’s process for handling novel account requests. It is unclear how banks should request accounts, who reviews requests, and what sort of risks are acceptable. These process deficiencies impact not just these banks but also other novel banks.

A. Cannabis Credit Union

The first Federal Reserve account application to receive significant public attention was from Fourth Corner Credit Union, a de novo institution that intended to serve the cannabis industry. Its application process was lengthy and highlights confusion about what materials financial institutions should submit when requesting a Federal Reserve account.

Although marijuana was (and is) illegal under federal law,146 Colorado legalized it under state law.147 The federal government lacked the will and the resources to punish most marijuana-related crimes, so the cannabis industry in Colorado grew.148 But the state-legal cannabis industry was plagued with banking problems.149 Because marijuana was still illegal under federal law, handling funds from the industry violated federal anti-money laundering laws.150 At a minimum, the federal Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and federal bank regulators expected banks to perform costly and detailed

146. 18 U.S.C. §§ 802(6), 812(c)(c)(10), 841(a) (2018).
147. COLO. CONST. art XVIII, § 16(1)(a).
reporting for cannabis-related accounts. At worst, financial institutions and their employees faced criminal or regulatory punishment for banking the cannabis industry. Under these circumstances, most banks and credit unions would not open accounts or provide loans to cannabis-related businesses.

Fourth Corner Credit Union intended to be different. It was the brainchild of Mark Mason, a North Carolina attorney, and his son, Alex Mason, a Colorado resident with friends in the cannabis industry. They set out to create a new credit union, chartered under Colorado law, to bank the marijuana industry. In April 2014, Fourth Corner Credit Union submitted its application for a Colorado charter. By November, Colorado banking officials granted the charter. Its request to the American Bankers Association was similarly straightforward. Fourth Corner requested a routing number in August 2014 and received one within a month.

The snag came when Fourth Corner Credit Union submitted its application to the Kansas City Fed for an account. In theory, Fourth Corner might have avoided opening its own Federal Reserve account by instead conducting transactions through a correspondent bank, but it seems highly unlikely that banks unwilling to serve the cannabis industry directly would have been eager to do so through an intermediary bank. Indeed, that was the point of organizing Fourth Corner Credit Union in the first place. So, in November 2014, immediately after receiving its charter, Fourth Corner Credit Union requested an account from the Kansas City Fed.

Fourth Corner Credit Union’s account application consisted of three documents: (1) the account agreement form from Operating Circular 1, (2) a resolution of the Credit Union’s board of directors authorizing certain individuals
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154. First Amended Complaint ¶ 44, 47, Fourth Corner Credit Union v. Fed. Rsrv. Bank of Kansas City, 154 F. Supp. 3d 1185 (D. Colo. 2016) (No. 15-CV-01633). While the ABA’s quick issuance of a routing number suggests that Fourth Corner Credit Union was easily classified as a “depository institution,” this may not have been the case. In court filings, Fourth Corner alleged that a few months after it received a routing number, the Kansas City Fed “asked the [National Credit Union Administration] (NCUA) if [Fourth Corner] was ‘eligible to make application to become an insured credit union’ pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 1781.” Id. ¶ 90. According to Fourth Corner, the NCUA later confirmed in writing that Fourth Corner was eligible. Id. ¶ 101.
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to conduct business on behalf of the Credit Union, and (3) a list of those authorized individuals. "Shortly after submission" the Kansas City Fed's Financial Management department "verified the authenticity of the signatures on the" documents and confirmed "that the forms were properly completed." Thereafter, Fourth Corner's application languished. Representatives for the Credit Union were told the application was waiting for "approval by credit and risk." When Fourth Corner's counsel inquired about the "rules pertaining to approval by credit and risk," they were "advised that no such rules exist." In January 2015, Fourth Corner received a letter from Esther L. George, the President of the Kansas City Fed. She explained that "[i]ssuance of a master account is within the Reserve Bank's discretion and requires that the Reserve Bank be in a position to clearly identify the risk(s) posed by a financial institution and how that risk can be managed to the satisfaction of the Reserve Bank."

However, rather than requesting additional information directly from Fourth Corner, George indicated that the Reserve Bank would consider material that the Credit Union had submitted to the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) as part of its application for federal share insurance. Representatives from the Reserve Bank and the NCUA discussed Fourth Corner's application by telephone on at least two occasions. More waiting ensued.

On July 2, 2015, the NCUA denied Fourth Corner's application for federal share insurance. This alone was not necessarily the death knell for Fourth Corner's bid to become operational. Credit unions that are eligible to apply for federal share insurance are considered "depository institutions" that are legally eligible to apply for an account. Nevertheless, on July 16, 2015, the Kansas City Fed denied Fourth Corner Credit Union's request for an account. The denial letter focused primarily on the risks presented by Fourth Corner. The Reserve Bank wrote: "As a de novo depository institution, there is no historical record for the Bank to review, and the NCUA found insufficient information to assess [Fourth Corner's] ability to safely and soundly operate and comply with applicable laws and regulations,
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including Bank Secrecy Act and Anti-Money Laundering responsibilities."168 Of course, this is always a problem with de novo depository institutions because they are, by definition, new.169 The Kansas City Fed explained it was particularly concerned because Fourth Corner would “focus on serving marijuana-related businesses”—businesses that were illegal under federal law.170 Moreover, the cannabis industry consisted of “relatively immature businesses operating in an environment of evolving laws and regulations.”171

It is not clear whether the Kansas City Fed would deny accounts for all banks whose customers consisted primarily of marijuana-related businesses. Parts of the denial letter are directed at deficiencies in Fourth Corner’s plans. For example, the Reserve Bank noted that Fourth Corner had “not demonstrated its ability to conduct appropriate enhanced monitoring requirements and manage its risk appropriately with respect to its customers with marijuana-related businesses.”172 And the Reserve Bank explained that its “[c]oncern about this high-risk business model [was] heightened by the fact that [the Credit Union would] lack capital at inception, making it unable to absorb losses it may initially incur.”173 Perhaps a well-capitalized bank with more robust money-laundering controls would have received an account. While Fourth Corner’s application was pending, some banks were serving the cannabis industry without any apparent consequences for their access to Federal Reserve payment systems.174

Unhappy with the decision, Fourth Corner Credit Union asked a federal court for an injunction requiring the Reserve Bank to open its account.175 Fourth Corner argued that Reserve Banks have no discretion to deny account applications to a chartered depository institution.176 The district court dismissed the case with prejudice, ruling that it could not use its equitable power to facilitate activity that was illegal under federal law—banking and thereby aiding cannabis businesses.177

Fourth Corner appealed.178 Perhaps sensing that it was going to be difficult to convince courts or regulators to allow a financial institution focused on marijuana, Fourth Corner argued that it would serve cannabis businesses only if doing so was legal under federal law.179 This change led to procedural
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Opening a Federal Reserve Account

disagreement among the three-judge panel tasked with deciding the case. Each judge wrote a separate opinion, but ultimately the Tenth Circuit panel remanded the case with "instructions to dismiss the amended complaint without prejudice." This left Fourth Corner free to file a new application for an account.

On September 12, 2017, Fourth Corner Credit Union submitted new documents to the Reserve Bank requesting an account. Its application included the standard forms regarding individuals authorized to transact business on behalf of the Credit Union. Fourth Corner also provided a copy of the board resolution stating that "[t]he Fourth Corner Credit Union shall not serve marijuana-related businesses until there is a change in federal law that authorizes financial institutions to serve marijuana-related businesses." This time the Reserve Bank requested additional information, explaining that Fourth Corner's "unique" application raised "legal and policy questions." Fourth Corner thought it was entitled to an account, and the Reserve Bank had no authority to request additional information. Rather than provide information, Fourth Corner again asked a federal court to grant an injunction forcing the Reserve Bank to open an account.

While the lawsuit was pending and before any significant motions or briefings, the Kansas City Fed sent Fourth Corner Credit Union a letter conditionally granting account access. There were three notable conditions. First, Fourth Corner promised to obtain NCUA share insurance or private share insurance. Second, the Credit Union committed to adopt a board resolution and amend its bylaws to prevent it from providing "any service to Marijuana-Related Businesses . . . unless and until it becomes lawful under federal law to
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provide banking or financial service to them.” Third, the Credit Union pledged to adopt a compliance program to prevent inadvertently serving the cannabis industry. The Reserve Bank was aware that its decision on Fourth Corner’s account was likely to receive public attention. It wrote: “This letter does not express the policy views of [the Kansas City Fed] or The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, nor does it contain any supervisory, regulatory, or enforcement guidance or precedent.”

So far, Fourth Corner Credit Union has been unsuccessful in its quest to secure private share insurance. It is again pursuing NCUA share insurance with a promise not to bank cannabis-touching businesses unless authorized under federal law. As a result, Fourth Corner still has not opened a Federal Reserve account.

B. Narrow Bank

Another Federal Reserve account application from a proposed bank without deposit insurance has been pending for years. TNB USA Inc. began trying to open an account at the New York Fed in the fall of 2017. TNB stands for “[T]he [N]arrow [B]ank.” It intends to accept deposits, but not make loans. The delay for TNB’s application seems driven by Federal Reserve Board concerns about TNB’s impact on the Fed’s ability to conduct monetary policy. But it is not clear what role, if any, the Reserve Board plays in evaluating accounts requests.

TNB’s business plan rests on the Federal Reserve’s decision to begin paying interest on banks’ excess reserves in 2008. The Federal Reserve hoped that by paying interest on excess reserves (IOER), banks would hold excess reserves in Federal Reserve accounts when the IOER rate exceeded the interest
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from lending to other banks. Thus, in setting the IOER rate, the Federal Reserve could effectively set a lower bound for the federal funds rate (the rate at which banks lend to each other).

But what the Federal Reserve sees as a tool of monetary policy, TNB plans to translate into a money-making opportunity. TNB’s CEO and chairman of the board, James McAndrews, headed the research division at the New York Fed from 2010 to 2016. While there, he studied both the Fed’s use of IOER and the Fed’s creation of a facility to pay interest to select non-bank institutional investors. From this grew the idea of a private sector narrow bank.

TNB wants to accept deposits from institutional investors, like money market funds and pension funds, who are not themselves eligible for Federal Reserve accounts. TNB will then place all its customers’ deposits in its Federal Reserve account, earning the IOER rate of interest.

The appeal for
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potential TNB depositors is two-fold. First, TNB would provide a safe and liquid place for institutional investors to hold cash. Second, TNB “would offer its customers a higher rate than they could earn [from such low-risk deposits] elsewhere.”

To implement this plan, TNB sought a banking charter from the Connecticut Department of Banking. Because TNB’s deposit base would consist of large institutional investors with deposits well beyond the insurable amount, TNB did not request deposit insurance from the FDIC. On August 10, 2017, Connecticut issued a temporary certificate of authority for TNB’s bank. It included several conditions that TNB would have to satisfy before opening the bank. One of the conditions was that TNB provide “evidence that the [New York Fed] would open a master account for TNB.”

In September 2017, TNB sought a routing number from the ABA. The ABA requested confirmation of TNB’s eligibility from the New York Fed. TNB and the New York Fed discussed whether TNB was eligible given the conditional nature of its Connecticut charter, but the New York Fed eventually agreed “that TNB would be eligible for a master account upon issuance of” final approval from Connecticut to open the bank. Within a few months, TNB had a routing number, but that was only the first hurdle.

The New York Fed began conducting due diligence to decide whether to allow TNB to open an account. The New York Fed deemed a due diligence risk assessment necessary because TNB would be uninsured and have no federal
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As part of the risk assessment, TNB responded to a series of document and information requests, including requests for information about creditworthiness and anti-money laundering issues. The New York Fed advised TNB that it should not submit its formal application for an account until the due diligence process was completed.

During the due diligence process, attorneys at the New York Fed became concerned about "the novelty of TNB’s business model" and consulted with the Federal Reserve Board. The Board became concerned that allowing IOER to pass through TNB to institutional investors "could complicate the implementation of monetary policy, disrupt financial intermediation, and negatively impact our nation’s financial stability." In particular, the Board was concerned that, unlike traditional banks, a narrow bank would earn interest at the IOER rate without being constrained by "the costs of capital requirements and other elements of federal regulation and supervision." TNB believes the Board’s concerns are misplaced. It believes that "TNB’s business model will, if anything, only enhance the efficacy of IOER as a policy tool."

On Valentine’s Day 2018, "TNB’s principals and legal advisors met in Washington, D.C. with several members of the [New York Fed] and the Board’s staff, including its General Counsel" to advocate for TNB’s account. But the Federal Reserve Board was apparently not feeling the love, and review of TNB’s account application continued. On April 26, 2018, TNB submitted a written response to the policy concerns to both the New York Fed and the Federal Reserve Board. The next day, TNB submitted a formal application requesting an account. Shortly thereafter, the New York Fed’s general counsel wrote that the New York Fed was not prepared to issue the account because "senior policy..."
officials at the Board . . . have expressed the strong view that the New York Fed should not approve TNB’s request.” 229

Frustrated that its process of opening an account was dragging on, TNB filed suit against the New York Fed on August 31, 2018. 230 It asked the court to declare that TNB was entitled to a Federal Reserve account. 231

While the suit was pending, the Federal Reserve Board issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking seeking comments on whether the Federal Reserve should amend its regulations to “lower the rate” of IOER for “institutions that hold a very large proportion of their assets in the form of balances at Reserve Banks.” 232 The notice summarized the Board’s policy concerns surrounding “narrowly focused business models that involve taking deposits from institutional investors and investing all or substantially all of the proceeds in balances at Reserve Banks.” 233

Days later, the New York Fed asked the court to dismiss the case on ripeness grounds because TNB’s “application for a master account is still under consideration.” 234 The New York Fed said it was still considering whether TNB’s “business plan and proposed capital structure” allowed it to be classified as a “depository institution” and therefore eligible to apply for an account. 235

Apparently, the New York Fed did not consider that issue closed when it allowed the ABA to issue TNB’s routing number. 236 TNB protested that the New York Fed had effectively denied its application by refusing to act. 237

The federal district court found that the New York Fed had “not reached a decision on TNB’s application.” 238 Accordingly, the court dismissed the case because TNB lacked standing and its claim was unripe. 239 Rather than appeal the district court’s opinion, TNB decided to “work directly with the Federal Reserve
to resolve" the account issue. More than five years after raising the issue of an account with the New York Fed, TNB still has no official answer.

C. Cryptocurrency Custody Bank

Other Federal Reserve account applications have also spent years in the due diligence process. Custodia, a Wyoming special purpose depository institution, applied for an account at the Kansas City Fed in 2020. Custodia hopes to accept U.S. dollar-denominated deposits and provide cryptocurrency custody services. Although Wyoming consulted with the Federal Reserve in developing its special purpose depository institution charter, the Federal Reserve’s delay appears to be driven partly by concerns about the charter. The Kansas City Fed undertook an extensive review process. It finally denied Custodia’s request in 2023 after Custodia challenged the long delay in court. Custodia believes that the Kansas City Fed’s risk-vetting process did not comply with the law and has promised to pursue its legal remedies.

Cryptocurrencies (and blockchain technology underpinning some cryptocurrencies) are, of course, relatively new. As cryptocurrencies have grown in popularity, many states have considered and enacted statutory modernizations to address the unique issues they present. But so far Wyoming is leading the way. In 2018, the Wyoming legislature created the Blockchain
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Task Force to “identify governance issues related to blockchain technology and develop appropriate legislation.” The next year, with the Taskforce leading the way, the Wyoming legislature passed a flurry of laws related to cryptocurrency and blockchain technology. Among those laws was one creating a special purpose depository institution (SPDI, pronounced “speedy”) charter. The law allows SPDIs to provide cryptocurrency custody services, accept deposits, and provide payment services. However, unlike traditional banks, SPDIs cannot make loans. Moreover, SPDIs have a one hundred percent reserve requirement for their U.S. dollar deposits. The reserves must be held in liquid assets (for example, deposits in a Federal Reserve account) and cannot be encumbered.

From the beginning, Wyoming understood that access to the Federal Reserve’s payment systems would be critical to the success of its SPDIs. The Wyoming legislature crafted the SPDPI statute to ensure that SPDIs meet the legal eligibility requirements for Federal Reserve accounts and payment services. The statute calls the banks “depository institutions” and provides that they can accept deposits. Wyoming also sought to ensure that its supervision of the SPDIs would be robust enough to alleviate Federal Reserve concerns about undue risk. In developing the legal framework for SPDIs, Wyoming officials held “more than 100 meetings with the Board of Governors and the [Kansas City Fed].”
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Despite Wyoming’s efforts, none of its SPDIs have received Federal Reserve accounts.

By fall 2020, the Wyoming Division of Banking had granted Avanti Financial Group Inc., later renamed Custodia Bank, Inc. (“Custodia”), a SPDI charter. Custodia seeks to provide cryptocurrency custody services for institutional customers like crypto companies, hedge funds, pension funds, and family offices. Its business plan includes providing a “real-time payment settlement solution” for “institutional traders and corporate treasurers.”

Custodia sees value in “connect[ing] digital assets with the legacy financial system” including the payment services offered through the Federal Reserve. Given the 100% reserve requirement for U.S. dollar deposits held by SPDIs, Custodia did not require FDIC insurance.

Custodia formally began seeking a Federal Reserve account in October 2020. The Kansas City Fed received the complete charter application Custodia had submitted to the Wyoming Division of Banking. The Kansas City Fed also received all the due diligence that the Wyoming regulator conducted as part of
yet Custodia’s application languished. After several months, Custodia sought to convince the Kansas City Fed of its commitment to regulatory compliance by applying to become a Federal Reserve member bank.\textsuperscript{267} If granted membership, Custodia would have been subject to the Federal Reserve’s supervisory authority.\textsuperscript{268}

But federal supervision was not the only hold up. Notwithstanding Wyoming’s clear law authorizing SPDI’s to accept deposits,\textsuperscript{269} there was confusion about whether Custodia was a “depository institution” eligible for a Federal Reserve account and ABA routing number. More than a year after receiving a charter, Custodia did not have an ABA routing number.\textsuperscript{270} While Custodia’s request for a routing number was pending, the ABA provided a statement to Congress critical of Wyoming SPDIs that “urge[d] the Federal Reserve Board to delay granting non-traditional entities like [Wyoming SPDIs] access to master accounts or Reserve Bank payments services.”\textsuperscript{271} Finally, in early 2022, the ABA issued Custodia’s routing number.\textsuperscript{272} Neither the Federal Reserve nor the ABA provided a public explanation of this decision, but Custodia says it received a letter from the Kansas City Fed confirming that it “is legally eligible for a master account.”\textsuperscript{273}

But even with a routing number in place, the Kansas City Fed did not open an account for Custodia. Senator Cynthia Lummis (R-Wyo.) accused the Federal Reserve of
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  \item \textsuperscript{267} Avanti Statement on Its Application to Become a Federal Reserve Member Bank, supra note 263.
  \item \textsuperscript{268} 12 U.S.C. § 325 (2018).
  \item \textsuperscript{269} WYO. STAT. ANN. §13-12-105(b)(ii) (West 2023).
  \item \textsuperscript{270} See Lummis, supra note 17; Nick Reynolds, \textit{Wyoming’s Crypto Sector’s Fate Up to Federal Regulators}, OIL CITY NEWS (Sept. 26, 2021), https://oilcity.news/community/2021/09/26/wyomings-crypto-sectors-fate-up-to-federal-regulators/ [https://perma.cc/EA2R-YF2B] (noting that Kraken’s request for a routing number was similarly delayed); see also supra notes 91-93 and accompanying text (explaining that financial institutions must be eligible to receive a Federal Reserve account in order to receive an ABA routing number).
\end{itemize}
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Reserve of "starving [account] applicants until they die." Sick of waiting, Custodia filed suit against the Kansas City Fed and the Federal Reserve Board requesting that the court issue "an order compelling the Board and/or the Kansas City Fed to promptly decide Custodia’s application for a master account." Among other things, Custodia argued that the Kansas City Fed had been ready to open Custodia’s account in early 2021, but that the Federal Reserve “Board asserted control over the decision-making process” and then stalled the process.

The Federal Reserve Board, however, denied that it was the functional decisionmaker for Custodia’s account request. The Board filed a preliminary motion asking the court to dismiss Custodia’s case against it because "the Board, a federal agency, does not exercise deposit-taking functions [and is] not an appropriate defendant." The Board argued that the Reserve Banks, not the Board, are the entities that are statutorily authorized to evaluate account requests and open accounts.

The federal district court declined to dismiss Custodia’s complaint against the Board. It explained that “Custodia has plausibly alleged the Board of Governors has participated in or interfered with the consideration and the decision of Custodia’s master account application.” However, the court emphasized that whether “the Board of Governors in fact inserted itself into the [Kansas City Fed’s] consideration of Custodia’s application” was a matter of fact that would be determined later.

Then, as the parties were preparing for discovery, the Federal Reserve Board announced that it had denied Custodia’s request for Federal Reserve membership. The Board explained that “the firm proposed to engage in novel and untested crypto activities that include issuing a crypto asset on open, public and/or decentralized networks.” The Board concluded that this “novel business model and proposed focus on crypto-assets present[s] significant safety and soundness risks.” The Board also found that “Custodia’s risk management

---

276. Id. ¶ 6, 36.
278. Id.
280. Id. at *7.
282. Id.
283. Id.
framework was insufficient to address concerns regarding the heightened risks associated with its proposed crypto activities, including its ability to mitigate money laundering and terrorism financing risks."

The Fed's denial of Custodia's membership application was not necessarily dispositive for Custodia's account request. Depository institutions are eligible for accounts regardless of their membership status. But later that day, a filing in the Custodia lawsuit revealed that the Kansas City Fed had denied Custodia's account application. Although the court filing said that the Kansas City Fed sent Custodia a letter "providing the basis for that decision," that letter was not publicly released. Custodia has said that it plans to continue its litigation arguing that the Reserve Banks lack "congressional authority to pick and choose which institutions can have master accounts."

Perhaps further court proceedings will reveal more information about the Federal Reserve's handling of Custodia's application. Until then, we have scant information about why the Federal Reserve denied the account and why it took the Federal Reserve so long to reach a decision. Well before the Federal Reserve announced its decision on Custodia's account, Chairman Jerome Powell suggested that the Federal Reserve has concerns about the risk that SPDIs as a group pose to the payment system. He explained: "We want to be really careful, because they are hugely precedential . . . If we start granting these there will be a couple hundred of them pretty quicky, and we have to think about the broader safety and soundness implications." But he did not further address specific risks. At any rate, if there is a path for Wyoming SPDIs to get Federal Reserve accounts it will not be speedy.

284. Id.
286. Id. at 1.
287. Campbell, supra note 243.
Not all novel bank account requests have been denied or left in limbo. In 2018, the San Francisco Fed opened an account for the Territorial Bank of American Samoa, a publicly owned bank. But even this successful application raises questions about the lengthy, opaque process and the Federal Reserve Board’s role in account opening decisions.

American Samoa is a U.S. territory comprised of an archipelago of Pacific islands located about half-way between Hawaii and Australia. Due to its remote location and property laws, banking has never been plentiful in American Samoa. Banking was so scarce that in 1914, the U.S. Navy (which administered the territory at the time) established the Bank of American Samoa. For many years it was the only bank. It operated as a publicly owned bank until it was purchased by the privately owned Bank of Hawaii in 1969. By the beginning of the twenty-first century, American Samoa had only two deposit-taking banks: Bank of Hawaii and ANZ Amerika Samoa Bank. As an Australian bank with no branches in the continental United States, ANZ’s services did not easily allow U.S. payments. In addition, ANZ was not

290. Sagapolutele, supra note 14.
292. In American Samoa, only those who are at least one-half Samoan by blood are allowed to own property. AM. SAMOA CODE ANN. § 37.0204(b) (2021). “[O]ver 90 percent of the land is communally owned.” Community Reinvestment Act Performance Evaluation, Bank of Hawaii, FED. RSRV. BANK OF S.F. (Aug. 8, 2016). In addition, “[t]here are no written records of any kind indicating land ownership prior to 1900, as there was essentially no ‘government’ that originally owned the land and granted title to private citizens . . . . Because there were no legal descriptions of the property, claims based on oral traditions were very complicated and subject to continuing dispute.” James K. Thornbury, A Time for Change in the South Pacific, 67 REV. JUR. U.P.R. 1099, 1101 (1998).
294. CODIFICATION OF THE REGULATIONS & ORDERS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF AMERICAN SAMOA § 16 (1921); H. F. BRYAN, AMERICAN SAMOA: A GENERAL REPORT BY THE GOVERNOR 98 (1927).
295. BRYAN, supra note 294, at 98; NAVY DEP’T, AMERICAN SAMOA: INFORMATION ON AMERICAN SAMOA TRANSMITTED BY THE UNITED STATES TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 73(E) OF THE CHARTER 22 (1947); Tsechoegl, supra note 293.
296. The Bank of American Samoa was regulated only by the government of American Samoa, the officials of which also largely ran the bank. OREN E. LONG & ERNEST GRUENING, STUDY MISSION TO EASTERN [AMERICAN] SAMOA, S. DOC. NO. 87-38, at 80 (1961).
299. Id.
equipped to handle payments for the government of American Samoa.  

Consequently, Bank of Hawaii was the primary financial institution for most people and businesses in American Samoa.

Then, in 2012, Bank of Hawaii announced it was exiting the American Samoa market. This left the Territory scrambling for other ways to connect to U.S. payment systems. A delegation tried to persuade other Hawaiian banks to open a branch in their Territory. Locals tried to start a de novo community bank and a credit union. These efforts were all unsuccessful. The government of American Samoa moved its accounts to Zions Bank, a Utah bank that did not intend to open a local branch.

Perhaps because American Samoa had a history with a government-owned bank, or perhaps because there were no other options, the Territory turned to a public bank. Its leaders knew that getting cooperation from federal banking regulators was going to be difficult. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the FDIC effectively stopped granting deposit insurance for de novo bank charters. In addition, FDIC policy made it clear the agency was less likely to grant insurance to a publicly owned bank than a privately owned one. Rather than pursue federal deposit insurance, the American Samoa government settled on a business model like that of the Bank of North Dakota, the only successful public bank operating in the U.S. at the time. The Bank of North Dakota operates without deposit insurance but has an account and payment services provided by the Minneapolis Fed. Even here though, the precedent was thin.

---

300. Id. at 3.
310. See Blackwell, supra note 14 (reporting that American Samoa’s approach was partly inspired by the Bank of North Dakota); Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, CEO, Territorial Bank of Am. Samoa (Aug. 28, 2019) (explaining that American Samoa did not immediately apply for deposit insurance because FDIC was not regularly granting insurance applications for de novo banks and the bank organizers believed the FDIC was unlikely to approve insurance for a public bank).
The Bank of North Dakota, chartered in 1919, gained its access to Federal Reserve payment services before deposit insurance was ubiquitous.\textsuperscript{312} Nevertheless, American Samoa, with help from a group of Utah-based bank consultants, pushed ahead.\textsuperscript{313} In 2015, its legislature, the Fono, approved a charter for the Territorial Bank of American Samoa (TBAS).\textsuperscript{314} The Fono also created a new Office of Financial Institutions to supervise and regulate the government-owned bank.\textsuperscript{315}

While the Fono could create a bank and a bank regulator, it could not connect that bank to the U.S. payment system. Initially, TBAS planned to rely on correspondent banking services, but TBAS could not find a bank to process its payments.\textsuperscript{316} TBAS also had trouble securing an ABA routing number. Although the Fono had clearly authorized TBAS to accept deposits,\textsuperscript{317} the ABA asked the San Francisco Fed to confirm that TBAS was eligible to maintain an account.\textsuperscript{318} The Federal Reserve, however, did not readily confirm TBAS’s eligibility.\textsuperscript{319}

In October 2016, TBAS opened without an ABA routing number or Federal Reserve account.\textsuperscript{320} Customer demand for accounts was robust.\textsuperscript{321} Yet without access to U.S. payment systems, TBAS could not even offer its customers checks.\textsuperscript{322}

With deposits pouring in, TBAS set out to convince the Federal Reserve that not only was it eligible to receive an ABA routing number, but it also deserved an account with the San Francisco Fed. Although the San Francisco Fed would operate the account, TBAS’s organizers soon found themselves working with the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{323} Federal Reserve

\textsuperscript{312} The Bank of North Dakota has held an account at the Federal Reserve since at least 1942. See G.4 State Member Banks of the Federal Reserve, BD. GOVERNORS FED. RSRV. SYS. 1, 14 (1942), https://fraser.stlouisfed.org/title/1063/item/40828?start_page=15 [https://perma.cc/5QQJ-PVVP].

\textsuperscript{313} Van Dam, supra note 293.


\textsuperscript{316} TBAS planned to use Zions Bank as its correspondent. Treasurer: Zions Will Only Support ASG Charter Bank, SAMOA NEWS (Feb. 4, 2015, 2:45 PM), https://www.samoanews.com/treasurer-zions-will-only-support-asg-charter-bank [https://perma.cc/9W9D-BXUS]. But Zions Bank withdrew its offer to provide the services intimating that its federal regulator, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, was concerned about the risk. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310. TBAS contacted about thirty additional banks, but they also declined to provide correspondent banking services. Id.

\textsuperscript{317} AM. SAMOA CODE ANN. § 28.0206(c) (2021) (authorizing TBAS to "engage in all banking and trust company functions, including receiving deposits of money").

\textsuperscript{318} Blackwell, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{319} Id. (reporting that TBAS requested an ABA routing number in July 2016).


\textsuperscript{321} Blackwell, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{322} Id.

\textsuperscript{323} Id. (reporting that "[t]he Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco . . . has sent the case to the Federal Reserve Board to review given the unusual circumstances").
Board General Counsel Scott Alvarez met with TBAS on numerous occasions. He requested that TBAS provide written documents addressing numerous issues. Was TBAS eligible for an account? How would TBAS protect itself from government pressures? Could the newly created Office of Financial Services adequately supervise the bank? How was TBAS different from the Development Bank of Puerto Rico—a public bank that failed while TBAS’s request for a routing number was pending? TBAS organizers did their best to address these and other Federal Reserve concerns. They also emphasized that denying access to the Federal Reserve’s payment systems left thousands of American Samoans, many of whom live in poverty, without access to adequate banking. Still, TBAS seemed to be making little progress.

TBAS’s break came when Randal Quarles was appointed to the Federal Reserve Board. Quarles had previously led the Utah-based Cynosure Group and knew some of TBAS’s Utah-based organizers. Within a month of Quarles’s confirmation, TBAS organizers had met with him in Utah and were on their way to receiving authorization to receive a routing number.

---

324. Id.; Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.
325. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.
327. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.
329. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.
330. See id. (explaining that TBAS asked the Federal Reserve to consider the importance of access to banking in American Samoa, especially given the Federal Reserve’s responsibilities under the CRA); Community Reinvestment Act Performance Evaluation: ANZ Guam, Inc., FED. DEPOSIT INS. CORP., 16 (Aug. 12, 2019) (“As of the 2010 U.S. Census, the population is 55,519, of which 54.5 percent were below the poverty level and approximately 23.8 percent of the population is unemployed.”).
331. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.
332. See Van Dam, supra note 293 (noting that Quarles came to the Federal Reserve Board “from the Utah-based Cynosure Group”); Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310 (describing the consultants’ familiarity with Quarles from their Utah banking experience).
333. See Bill Will Allow for TBAS Routing Number Says Governor, TALANEI (Dec. 14, 2017), https://www.talanei.com/2017/12/14/bill-will-allow-for-tbas-routing-number-says-governor/ [https://perma.cc/9RW2-LJP2] (reporting that Governor Lolo Moliga and others met with Randal Quarles in Utah in November 2017); Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310 (stating that TBAS organizers met with Quarles within two or three weeks of his confirmation to the Federal Reserve Board).
334. Quarles had one concern for TBAS to address: TBAS had originally been organized in a holding company structure. Fili Sagapolutele, Two Words in the TBAS Statute Blamed for Stalling the Issuance of a Routing Number, SAMOA NEWS (Nov. 28, 2017, 12:08 PM), https://www.samoanews.com/local-news/two-words-tbas-statute-blamed-stalling-issuance-routing-number [https://perma.cc/7W5C-KCEB]; Bill Will Allow for TBAS Routing Number Says Governor, supra note 333. Quarles was concerned that this brought the holding company within the Bank Holding Company Act, which was not a good fit for a publicly owned bank. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310. To alleviate this concern, the Fono amended the statute to eliminate the holding company. Bill Will Allow for TBAS Routing Number Says Governor, supra note 333.
credit Quarles with understanding the need for banking in American Samoa. Ultimately, the Federal Reserve’s decision to grant TBAS an account may have been driven more by benefits that TBAS provides to the people of American Samoa, rather than by the risk TBAS presents.

On December 26, 2017, the ABA assigned TBAS a routing number. Shortly thereafter, TBAS learned the San Francisco Fed would open TBAS’s account, subject to conditions. TBAS then entered an agreement with the Reserve Bank setting restrictions for its use of the account. Among other things, TBAS agreed to maintain more capital than would be required for an FDIC insured bank. It promised to hold more reserves in its account than would be required under Regulation D. It committed to send the Federal Reserve monthly financial statements. It also agreed to provide regular audit reports, including reports of independent Bank Secrecy Act audits.

On April 7, 2018, more than a year and a half after requesting a routing number, TBAS announced it had opened its account at the San Francisco Fed. TBAS now uses the Federal Reserve for cash services, check clearing, ACH, and wire transfers. TBAS is not allowed to borrow at the discount window. Consumers in American Samoa have access to checking accounts and debit cards.

TBAS’s banking supervisor is a one-person shop. No Federal Reserve personnel nor any other federal bank supervisor has ever visited TBAS in


336. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310 (explaining that he believes the decision to grant the account was driven by concerns about banking access in American Samoa).


338. Id.

339. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310. I requested a copy of this agreement from the San Francisco Fed. E-mail from author to Erik Revai, Gen. Couns., Fed. Rsrv. Bank of S.F. (June 25, 2019) (on file with author). The Reserve Bank declined to provide it, claiming that although it is not governed by the Freedom of Information Act, any material “describing restrictions or limitations placed on TBAS related to its master account” could be withheld under “Exemption 10 [which] provides that the FRBSF may decline to disclose records contained in statements of account or which reflect entries made to any account maintained at FRBSF.” E-mail from Erik Z Revai, Gen. Couns., Fed. Rsvr. Bank of S.F. to author (July 24, 2019) (on file with author).

340. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310 (stating that TBAS needs to maintain a capital ratio of between fourteen and sixteen percent).

341. Id.; see also 12 C.F.R. § 204.4 (2023) (describing the computation of required reserves).

342. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.

343. Id.


345. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.


347. Telephone Interview with Drew Roberts, supra note 310.
American Samoa. The San Francisco Fed manages the risk posed by TBAS remotely by reviewing the information TBAS provides and monitoring TBAS’s account activity. TBAS uses its account primarily for clearing. Its number of transactions is relatively low, and the bank seeks to avoid daylight overdrafts.

While TBAS has an account now, if the San Francisco Fed becomes concerned, it might close the account. Moreover, the banking options in American Samoa have become even more limited. In fall 2022, ANZ closed its operations in American Samoa, leaving the Territory without an insured bank. Because TBAS became the only in-person bank option, its deposits ballooned from $140 million to over $400 million. Disruption to TBAS operations would leave American Samoa without any banking options. TBAS acknowledges that the current situation is not ideal. It has been exploring options to privatize, to get federal deposit insurance, or to have the government of American Samoa guarantee its deposits. For the time being, however, TBAS must hope that its relationship with the San Francisco Fed remains stable.

E. Fintech Non-Depository Trust

One bank that lost its Federal Reserve account is The Reserve Trust Company ("Reserve Trust"), a Colorado-chartered non-depository trust company. As the self-described "first fintech trust company with a Federal Reserve master account," it “enable[d] U.S. and international companies to seamlessly move money via the first cloud-based payment system connected directly to the Federal Reserve.” Like the previously discussed account requests, Reserve Trust’s experience reveals confusion about the account request process and questions about the Federal Reserve Board’s role in accountholder risk-vetting.

348. Id.
349. Id.
354. Id.
Reserve Trust was born in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. "After the crisis, banks in the U.S. went through a process called derisking, which meant they shed businesses that on a risk-return basis weren’t as strong as other businesses. One of those included the handling of U.S. dollar payments, particularly in emerging countries." Reserve Trust founders Dennis Gingold and Justin Guilder set out to "build a new type of financial institution that was focused on helping to provide U.S. dollar payment services, especially to emerging fintechs in markets around the world." On September 27, 2016, Reserve Trust received a non-depository trust company charter from the Colorado Division of Banking. Shortly thereafter, Reserve Trust requested an account from the Kansas City Fed.

After reviewing Reserve Trust’s account request for less than a year, the Kansas City Fed denied it. In later explaining its decision, the Kansas City Fed wrote that Reserve Trust had been legally ineligible for an account ‘’[b]ecause [Reserve Trust] did not meet the definition of a depository institution.’’ To be a depository institution, a financial institution must accept non-trust deposits. Under Colorado law, only trust companies with FDIC insurance are legally authorized to receive non-trust deposits. But Reserve Trust was not FDIC-insured. This might explain why the Kansas City Fed determined that Reserve Trust was ineligible. Of course, according to Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act, trust companies are legally eligible to maintain clearing accounts. It is not clear why the Kansas City Fed did not rely on the trust company provision to conclude Reserve Trust was legally eligible.

356. Id.
359. Id. (stating that Reserve Trust requested an account in September 2016 and the request “was denied in mid-2017”).
360. Id.
361. See 12 U.S.C. § 461(b)(1)(A) (2018) (stating that a financial institution is a “depository institution” if it has federal deposit or share insurance, or if it is eligible “to make application to become an insured bank” or credit union); Statement Regarding Eligibility to Make Application to Become an Insured Bank Under Section 5 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 45 Fed. Reg. 77517 (Nov. 24, 1980) (stating that a bank is eligible to apply for FDIC insurance if the bank has clear statutory authority to accept non-trust deposits and does in fact accept non-trust deposits).
362. COLO. REV. STAT. § 11-109-201(1)(d) (2022) (stating that trust companies may “[r]eceive and maintain savings deposits, time deposits, and certificates of deposit . . . subject to the restrictions of section 11-109-204”); id. § 11-109-24 (stating that “[n]o trust company may accept or hold savings deposits, time deposits, or certificates of deposit pursuant to 11-109-201(1)(d) unless such deposits are insured by the federal deposit insurance corporation”).
363. RSRV. TRUST, supra note 353 (stating that its “escrow deposits are not FDIC insured”).
In any event, the Kansas City Fed soon changed course. According to the Kansas City Fed: "[a]fter this denial, [Reserve Trust] changed its business model and the Colorado Division of Banking reinterpreted the state’s law in a manner that meant [Reserve Trust] met the definition of a depository institution." Accordingly, the Kansas City Fed opened Reserve Trust’s account. Reserve Trust founder Dennis Gingold said that “Colorado’s state government had confirmed that the company was ‘authorized to accept deposits that may be federally insured.’” Reserve Trust described itself as receiving “escrow deposits” which were “not time or savings deposits” or “transactional accounts.” But the Colorado Division of Banking says that it had not reinterpreted state law. Again, the Federal Reserve’s opaque process prevents us from effectively evaluating its decision.

Reserve Trust soon began touting the advantages of its Federal Reserve account. Its webpage boasted that as “the first fintech trust company with a Federal Reserve master account,” Reserve Trust “provid[ed] payments services that financial institutions and fintechs have previously only been able to obtain from correspondent and sponsors banks.” Based in part on the value of having a Federal Reserve account, Reserve Trust was able to raise $30.5 million in Series A financing.

Reserve Trust’s Federal Reserve account did not go unnoticed by other novel banks. People questioned why Reserve Trust, which lacked a federal...
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regulator, received a Federal Reserve account while TNB and Custodia were still waiting for decisions. Some suspected that Reserve Trust received preferential treatment because one of its board members, Sarah Bloom Raskin, had previously served on the Federal Reserve Board. Indeed, after Raskin joined Reserve Trust’s board, the Kansas City Fed reversed course and opened Reserve Trust’s account. The accusations of corruption came to a head when President Biden nominated Raskin to serve as the Federal Reserve Board’s vice chair for supervision.

As part of Raskin’s nomination process, members of the Senate Banking Committee questioned whether she had improperly used her Federal Reserve connections to get Reserve Trust an account. Raskin said she did not remember making any calls to the Kansas City Fed on Reserve Trust’s behalf. But Reserve Trust founder Dennis Gingold admitted that “Raskin had called the Fed about the master account at his behest, because he was worried that the central bank was not giving the reapplication a fair consideration.” He claimed that the call “lasted two minutes and was ‘insignificant.”’ Raskin ultimately requested that her nomination be withdrawn.

Notwithstanding the congressional scrutiny, it remains unclear what legal and risk analysis the Kansas City Fed completed before opening Reserve Trust’s account. Gingold described the Federal Reserve account request process as “opaque” and said that he “does not know what led the Fed to approve the account.” Curiously, he also said “that the New York Fed confirmed the dispositive legal conclusions.” The Kansas City Fed says that “[a]ll requests for access to a Federal Reserve master account are reviewed to determine legal eligibility, as well as to assess risks posed by an entity’s business model to the payment and banking systems.” While it assures Congress that it “did not

372. Letter from James McAndrews to Ann E. Misback, supra note 205, at 2; see Nominations of Sarah Bloom Raskin, of Maryland, to be Vice Chairman for Supervision and a Member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous., and Urb. Affs., 117th Cong. 28-30 (questioning by Sen. Cynthia Lummis).
374. See id.; Statement, FED. RSRV. BANK OF KANSAS CITY, supra note 358.
378. Id.
380. Id.
381. Id.
382. Statement, FED. RSRV. BANK OF KANSAS CITY, supra note 358.
deviate from its review process in evaluating [Reserve Trust’s] request," it has repeatedly declined to further describe that process. 383

With questions still lingering about Reserve Trust’s Federal Reserve account, the Kansas City Fed closed it. 384 According to Senator Pat Toomey (R-Pa.), the Kansas City Fed “determin[ed], among other things, that the company is no longer eligible for one.” 385 As a result, Reserve Trust appears to have ceased operations. 386 Although Senator Toomey pressed the Kansas City Fed for further information, 387 his requests were largely fruitless. The Kansas City Fed insists that it “did not depart from a deliberative and thorough analysis of the associated facts and risks” associated with Reserve Trust’s account, but it has refused to provide additional information about its process. 388

F. Other Novel Banks

Fourth Corner Credit Union, TNB, Custodia, Territorial Bank of American Samoa, and Reserve Trust are not the only novel banks that have requested Federal Reserve accounts. Kraken, a cryptocurrency exchange with a Wyoming SPDI charter, requested an account more than two years ago, but has not received a decision. 389 Other novel banks do have Federal Reserve accounts. For example, the Bank of North Dakota (an uninsured public bank), has long held a Federal Reserve account and had access to Federal Reserve payment systems. 390 Because the Federal Reserve has not recently provided lists of its accountholders or account applicants, it is difficult to evaluate just how unique the novel banks previously discussed are. This subsection identifies Federal Reserve accountholders with characteristics like the novel banks profiled earlier.

383.  Id.
385.  Id.
389.  Lummis, supra note 17.
390.  See supra notes 311-312 and accompanying text.
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1. Credit Unions Without Federal Insurance

Some credit unions and financial cooperatives have Federal Reserve accounts even though they have no federal deposit insurance and no federal regulator. A minority of states allow their state-chartered credit unions to purchase private share insurance instead of the federal NCUA share insurance.\(^{391}\) All of these privately insured credit unions (currently 103 in number) are insured by American Share Insurance.\(^{392}\) Although they have no federal regulator, thirty of these privately insured credit unions are listed in the Federal Reserve’s database of Fedwire “participants.”\(^{393}\) Fedwire “participants” must have their own master account.\(^{394}\) Accordingly, the Fedwire participant database is a partial list of Federal Reserve master account holders.\(^{395}\)

Similarly, Puerto Rico has credit union-like financial “cooperativas.”\(^{396}\) Their share insurance and supervision are provided by the Public Corporation for the Supervision and Insurance of Cooperatives of Puerto Rico (COSSEC, for its Spanish acronym).\(^{397}\) Again, although these cooperativas have no federal

\(^{391}\) Hill, supra note 149, at 623 n.129.


\(^{393}\) Comparing the list of privately insured credit unions with the Fedwire participant database yields thirty credit unions: Abbott Laboratories Employees Credit Union (IL), Alliance Credit Union (TX), Beacon Credit Union (IN), Boulder Dam Credit Union (NV), CAHP Credit Union (CA), Christian Community Credit Union (CA), Clark County Credit Union (NV), Firefighters Community Credit Union (OH), Glendale Area Schools Credit Union (CA), Greater Cincinnati Credit Union, Inc., (OH), IH Credit Union, Inc. (OH), IH Credit Union (OH), Interca Credit Union (IN), Kane County Teachers Credit Union (IL), Kembia Indianapolis Credit Union (IN), MC Credit Union (TX), Members Preferred Credit Union (ID), Monterey Credit Union (CA), MyUSA Credit Union (OH), Post Office Credit Union of Maryland, Inc. (MD), Rocky Mountain Credit Union (MT), SafeAmerica Credit Union (CA), San Francisco Fire Credit Union (CA), Services Credit Union (IL), Silver State Schools Credit Union (NV), South Bay Credit Union (CA), Staley Credit Union (IL), Talasis Credit Union, Inc. (OH), TruPartner Credit Union (OH), United Texas Credit Union (TX), and WinSouth Credit Union (AL). Search for Fedwire Participants, FED. RSRV., https://www.frbservices.org/EPaymentsDirectory/searchFedwire.html [https://perma.cc/WD89-RH41] [hereinafter Fedwire Search]; Search Page, AM. SHARE INS., supra note 383.

\(^{394}\) See Collection of Checks and Other Items by Federal Reserve Banks and Funds Transfers Through Fedwire, 86 Fed. Reg. 31376, 31378 (proposed June 11, 2021) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 210) (“[P]articipants in the Fedwire Funds Service are limited to settling their activity over that service in their own master account.”); Fedwire Funds Service Disclosure, FED. RSRV. FIN. SERVS., 5 (Nov. 28, 2021), https://www.frbservices.org/binaries/content/assets/ercoms/financial-services/wires/funds-service-disclosure.pdf [https://perma.cc/4HMW-3MEN] (“Every Fedwire Funds Service participant must maintain a master account at a Reserve Bank.”).

\(^{395}\) The Fedwire participant database is only a partial list of master account holders because an institution might have an account but choose not to be a Fedwire participant.

\(^{396}\) P.R. LAWS ANN., tit. 7, §§ 1362, 1363 (2023); see also Tony Budet, Cooperativas Proudly Serve Their Members, CREDIT UNION NAT’L ASS’N (Aug. 24, 2022), https://news.cuna.org/articles/121368-cooperativas-proudly-serve-their-members [https://perma.cc/J3QM-YWFR] (“Even though cooperativas and credit unions offer similar products and services, their structure, regulator, and insurer are different.”).

\(^{397}\) P.R. LAWS ANN., tit. 7, §§ 1334 (2023).
regulator, a few have Federal Reserve accounts.\footnote{398} It is not clear whether these credit unions and cooperativas were subject to rigorous risk assessments before their accounts were opened.\footnote{399}

2. Puerto Rican “Offshore” Banks

Puerto Rico also has International Banking Entities (IBEs) and International Financial Entities (IFEs),\footnote{400} some of whom have Federal Reserve accounts even though they have no deposit insurance or federal regulator.\footnote{401} Under Puerto Rican law, IBEs and IFEs operate like offshore banks and can provide financial services (including accepting deposits and making loans) to customers outside of Puerto Rico.\footnote{402} They are regulated only by Puerto Rico’s Office of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions.\footnote{403} The Federal Reserve’s Fedwire participant database lists nine of these institutions, suggesting they have Federal

\footnote{398. The Fedwire participants database lists Banco Cooperativo de Puerto Rico, Cooperativa de Ahorro Cr. Arecibo, and Cooperativa de Ahorro Cr. de Camuy. \textit{Fedwire Search}, supra note 384; see also \textit{supra} note 394, 5 (explaining that Fedwire participants must have a master account).

399. When the Federal Reserve Board requested comments on proposed account access guidelines, American Share Insurance filed a comment recommending that privately insured credit unions be subject to the same level of scrutiny as NCUA insured credit unions. \textit{See} Letter from Theresa Mason, CEO, Am. Share Ins. to Ann E. Misback, Sec’y, Bd. Of Governors of the Fed. Rsrv. Sys. (May 5, 2022), https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2022/May/20220513/OP-1747/OP-1747_050522_141806_329394943489_1.pdf [https://perma.cc/4BC7-CAVR]. That letter suggests that subjecting privately insured credit unions to greater scrutiny than other account applicants would be a departure from the Federal Reserve’s past practices. \textit{See id.} (“We further would oppose subjecting current account holders to new standards .... ”).


403. P.R. LAWS ANN., tit. 7, §§ 3081(c), 3082 (2023).}
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Reserve accounts. Some have publicly confirmed that they have Federal Reserve master accounts.

There are hints that the New York Fed has concerns about the risk Puerto Rico’s IBEs and IFEs pose to the payments system. In 2019, the New York Fed temporarily halted approval of new accounts for these entities “in light of recent events, including the expansion of U.S. economic sanctions relating to Venezuela.” Reuters reported that at the time, “[s]ixteen of Puerto Rico’s 80 offshore banking and financial firms [were] owned by Venezuelan individuals or companies,” and “twelve of the sixteen had Fedwire accounts.

More recently, the U.S. Department of the Treasury has noted that the IFEs “present money laundering vulnerabilities to the U.S. financial system . . . because of their offshore banking business model.” Treasury also noted that “Puerto Rico has faced an ongoing financial crisis and disruption in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, complicating efforts for local supervisors to effectively oversee these entities.” Notwithstanding these concerns, the New York Fed opened an account for at least one IFE while the Federal Reserve Board was working to finalize its account and service request guidelines.

A cross-border payments consultant describes the process of getting a Federal Reserve account for a Puerto Rican IFE as “elaborate, time consuming

---


407. Id.


409. Id. at 69-70.

410. Press Release, Intercam Banco Internacional Inc., supra note 405 (announcing that Intercam’s account was opened on August 26, 2021). Intercam’s path to a Federal Reserve account may have been long. It received its Puerto Rico charter in 2016. Id.
and very slow." One IFE that provides digital custody services, FV Bank, has requested a Federal Reserve account, but has not yet received one.  


If the Federal Reserve Banks subject any bank with a novel business plan or business structure to heightened risk assessments, then the list of banks receiving such scrutiny might be quite long. For example, Utah-chartered industrial banks have commercial owners that are not subject to Federal Reserve oversight under the Bank Holding Company Act. While this structure is controversial and may introduce risk, most industrial banks appear to have Federal Reserve accounts. Some non-depository state and federal trusts have master accounts although they are not depositories. Even banks with standard charters might have abnormal risk profiles. For example, Partner Colorado Credit Union has long handled a sizable amount of marijuana-related business yet it is a Fedwire participant. And Bank of New York Mellon provides

---

411. International Financial Services Entities, MOHR.WORLD, https://mohr.world/international-financial-entities/ (“IFEs may apply for the opening of Bank Accounts with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York but do not think that the process is easy or fast. It may take lots of paperwork and it may take years.”).


414. See, e.g., Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., Wal-Mart and the Separation of Banking and Commerce, 39 CONN. L. REV. 1539, 1544 (2007) (explaining the “contagious losses of confidence resulting from problems at their parent companies” could lead to problems at industrial banks); but see Mehrsa Baradaran, Reconsidering the Separation of Banking and Commerce, 80 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 385, 426 (2012) (arguing that “Utah industrial banks are among the healthiest banks in the country”).


418. See Fedwire Search, supra note 393.
cryptocurrency custody services, even though it also has a master account.\textsuperscript{419} It is unclear whether the Federal Reserve Banks have scrutinized any of these novel banks.

**IV. Procedural Problems**

Perhaps the most noticeable feature of the novel banks' Federal Reserve account requests is the lengthiness of the process. Indeed, this concern has been highlighted in all the recent litigation involving Federal Reserve accounts.\textsuperscript{420} But procedural questions extend much further and raise fairness concerns about a system that leaves the important decisions beyond the disinfecting sunlight that transparency would provide.

**A. Application Process**

From the very beginning, novel banks seeking Federal Reserve accounts encountered confusion. How should they request an account? Operating Circular 1 says that an account agreement is needed to open an account.\textsuperscript{421} Fourth Corner Credit Union reasonably concluded that the account agreement was the application for an account.\textsuperscript{422} But this conclusion poses problems for banks, like TBAS and Custodia, for whom the ABA does not promptly grant an ABA routing number.\textsuperscript{423} Without a routing number, a bank cannot complete the account agreement.\textsuperscript{424} In these instances, it is unclear what the bank should submit to request an account. The New York Fed's Handbook describes an account request process where the agreement is the near final documents to be completed before the account is opened.\textsuperscript{425} But for applicants seeking accounts at the other Reserve Banks, it is not apparent how banks should "request" Federal Reserve accounts.


\textsuperscript{421} Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, § 2.6.


\textsuperscript{423} See supra notes 317-319, 334, 263-265, 270-273, and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{424} Operating Circular 1 app. 1 (2021), supra note 12.

The requesting novel banks were also confused about what, if any, materials should be submitted. For example, Fourth Corner Credit Union submitted the account agreement, a board resolution, and a document with signatures of credit union personnel authorized to access the account. But Custodia submitted a business plan and the materials that it provided Wyoming when seeking the SPDI charter. In some cases, the Reserve Bank requested additional information, while in other cases it has not.

The procedural confusion continues after a bank makes an account request. What is happening? Is the Reserve Bank waiting for the applicant to provide further information, deciding whether the applicant is legally eligible, or evaluating the risk presented by the proposed account? For example, the Federal Reserve seems to have delayed confirming that TBAS and Custodia were eligible for a master accounts and ABA routing numbers, even though the banks fit the eligibility category of depository institution. In other instances (Fourth Corner and TNB), the Reserve Bank seems to have reconsidered the issue of legal eligibility even after the ABA routing number had been issued.

Sometimes, the Federal Reserve Board seems to have realized, after applications, that its existing policies and procedures were insufficient to address those applications. While the TNB and Custodia applications were pending, the Board offered proposals with long notice and comment periods that appear to be at least partially sparked by the applications.

The lack of formal process leaves the impression that the Federal Reserve is inventing its review procedures as it goes along. The lack of formal process also opens the Federal Reserve to the criticism that it is deliberately delaying account requests instead of denying them. Unsurprisingly, three novel banks have complained to courts about delays.

B. The Board’s Role

The novel bank account requests show that although the Reserve Banks maintain accounts, the Federal Reserve Board sometimes exerts significant influence over account requests. The Territorial Bank of American Samoa attributes its Federal Reserve account to a meeting with a member of the Federal Reserve Board. The New York Fed ascribes its delay on TNB’s narrow bank

426. See supra notes 158-164, 181-185, and accompanying text.
427. See supra notes 263-265 and accompanying text.
428. See supra notes 185-187 (Fourth Corner), 220 (TNB), 325-329 (TBAS), and accompanying text. Reserve Trust’s application suggests there is legal confusion over which financial institutions are legally eligible for Federal Reserve accounts. See supra notes 359-369 and accompanying text. The Federal Reserve Board recently considered “whether it may be useful to clarify the interpretation of legal eligibility under the Federal Reserve Act,” but decided it was “not necessary to do so at this time.” Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. 51099, 51103 (Aug. 19, 2022).
429. See supra note 266 and accompanying text (Custodia).
430. See supra notes 269-273 (Custodia), 317-319 (TBAS), and accompanying text.
431. See supra notes 156 (Fourth Corner), 235-236 (TNB), and accompanying text.
432. See supra notes 232-233 and accompanying text and infra note 463 and accompanying text.
433. See supra notes 332-335 and accompanying text.
application to Board concerns. Custodia alleges that "the Kansas City Fed’s consideration and impending approval of Custodia’s application was derailed when, in Spring 2021, the Board asserted control over the decision-making process." Board Chairman Jerome Powell seemed to acknowledge that the Board was evaluating the Wyoming SPDI applications. And when Fourth Corner Credit Union and TNB sued, the Federal Reserve Board weighed in as amicus curiae.

Yet the Board downplays its large and sometimes pivotal role in account requests. Instead, it shifts responsibility for decisions to the Reserve Banks, who it claims are not bound by laws that might constrain the Board. For example, 12 U.S.C. § 4807 requires that federal banking agencies act on applications within one year. The Board argues this deadline is inapplicable because master account applications are made to the Reserve Banks rather than the Board. Similarly, the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) allows courts to "compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed." Again, the Board argues that because "Congress did not task the Board with final decisionmaking authority in this matter," the APA does not provide redress for applicants. Under the Board’s interpretation, the Board could, in its supervisory capacity, delay decisions on master accounts without legal consequence. Extending that same reasoning might insulate the Board from judicial scrutiny of a decision even when the Board’s decision compelled the conclusion reached by a Reserve Bank.

434. See supra notes 226-229 and accompanying text.
436. See supra note 288 and accompanying text.
438. See Defendant Bd. of Governors of the Fed. Rsrv. Sys.’s Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of its Motion to Dismiss at 2, Custodia Bank, Inc. v. Fed. Rsrv. Bd., No. 22-CV-00125 (D. Wyo. Nov. 11, 2022) (“Although the Board published guidance and exercised general supervisory authority over Reserve Banks, it has not been tasked with deciding individual master account requests. Rather, Congress chose to vest that authority directly in the Reserve Banks . . . .
439. 12 U.S.C. § 4807(a) (2018) (“Each Federal banking agency shall take final action on any application to the agency before the end of the 1-year period beginning on the date on which a completed application is received by the agency.’”).
443. The APA allows courts to set aside agency actions that are “arbitrary, capricious, and abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) (2018). In general, the Board’s regulatory and supervisory actions are subject to the APA. See Daniel K. Tarullo, Bank Supervision and Administrative Law, 2022 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 279, 315-16 (2022) (arguing that some subset of supervisory actions should be beyond APA review). In litigation with Custodia, the Kansas City Fed argues that, unlike the Board, Reserve Banks are not government “agencies” subject to APA
The Board also downplays its role to deflect questions about whether account applications are handled fairly and consistently. When the Board receives requests for documents related to master account applications, it withholds them. For example, when the Board received a Freedom of Information Act request for information regarding Reserve Trust’s account, the Board withheld the documents, claiming they “consist of predecisional and deliberative information regarding Reserve Trust’s efforts to acquire a master account.” If every account decision is deemed to be made by the Federal Reserve Banks rather than the Board, then the Federal Reserve can always withhold information claiming it is “predecisional,” even when its supervisory input effectively controls the Reserve Bank decision. This is not consistent with the intent of the Freedom of Information Act. FOIA was intended to provide access to government decisions. In at least some cases, it appears that the Reserve Board, a government agency, is making decisions.

C. Consistency & Transparency

Novel bank account requests reveal consistency concerns driven partly by a lack of standards and partly by a dearth of transparency. Consider the novel bank arguments: Fourth Corner Credit Union argued that many existing banks were allowed to serve the state-legal marijuana industry without losing access to Federal Reserve accounts or payment services. The Territorial Bank of American Samoa argued that the public Bank of North Dakota had access to a Federal Reserve account and payments for decades without incident. TNB argued its business model was no riskier than the Puerto Rican IFEs. Custodia argues that the Federal Reserve allows other banks to offer cryptocurrency custody services while preventing Custodia from doing the same. And


445. See H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, at 5 (1966), as reprinted in 1966 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2418, 2422 (explaining that FOIA was drafted because at the time there was no law recognizing “the basic right of any person . . . to gain access to records of official Government actions”).


447. See supra notes 310-312 and accompanying text.


consistency questions (and allegations of corruption), spilled out into newspapers and a congressional hearing when Reserve Trust, a fintech company without a federal regulator, received a Federal Reserve account but the requests of TNB and Custodia languished.450

Inconsistent access to Federal Reserve accounts is harmful. If some Reserve Banks are more permissive than others, it could lead to forum shopping and consolidate risk at the more permissive Reserve Banks.451 It is unfair to state legislatures and state bank supervisors who cannot control which Reserve Bank’s district they are located within.452 Inconsistency undermines predictability in outcomes, raising costs for novel bank applicants.453 It raises questions about whether the Federal Reserve is adequately complying with its statutory mandate to treat member and nonmember banks alike when establishing terms and conditions.454 Ultimately, inconsistency invites speculation about “improper motives . . . or discriminatory bias in favor or against some” applicants,455 potentially eroding faith in the Federal Reserve.

From the novel account requests discussed in Part III, it is difficult to determine whether the Federal Reserve Banks are reaching inconsistent conclusions. Unless a novel bank discloses its request for an account, the public may never learn about it. Currently, the Federal Reserve does not provide a list of its accountholders. Those novel banks discussed in this Article are probably only a small subset of novel bank account requests.

There are, however, reasons to worry that the district Federal Reserve Banks have different risk tolerances when evaluating account and services requests. First, although each of the Reserve Banks seemed concerned about the risk associated with each account request, there are no standards to ensure that the Reserve Banks have similar risk preferences. Without standards, there is little to constrain the discretion that the Reserve Banks claim.

Second, there is evidence that in the past, Reserve Banks had different risk tolerances with respect to accounts. Before the passage of the Monetary Control Act, some Reserve Banks liberally opened limited purpose clearing accounts,

---

450. See supra notes 372-375 and accompanying text.
452. See Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, § 2.2.
453. See Yoav Dotan, Making Consistency Consistent, 57 ADMIN. L. REV. 995, 1000 (2005) (noting that consistency “preserves the coherence and predictability of the process of decisionmaking”).
while other Reserve Banks refused to open any.\textsuperscript{456} More recently, Thomas Hoenig, the President of the Kansas City Fed from 1991 to 2011, said that he believes district Reserve Banks have different risk tolerances.\textsuperscript{457} 

Third, there appear to be no formal procedures, like information sharing or appeals, that would promote consistent decisions across Reserve Banks. Although the New York Fed may have weighed in on the Reserve Trust account at the Kansas City Fed,\textsuperscript{458} it is not clear what role it played in the decision. Moreover, the Reserve Banks have resisted the idea that past decisions create precedent. In granting Fourth Corner Credit Union conditional access to a Federal Reserve account, the Kansas City Fed expressly noted that the letter was not intended to create precedent.\textsuperscript{459} Without coordination or respect for precedent, there is no reason to expect that decisions reached without any clear standards would be consistent.

Fourth, when the Federal Reserve Board proposed guidelines for evaluating account and services requests, it billed them as "a more transparent and consistent approach."\textsuperscript{460} There would be no need for guidelines to "promote consistent outcomes across Reserve Banks and to facilitate equitable treatment across institutions"\textsuperscript{461} if the Federal Reserve's existing practices ensured consistency.

Part V examines the Account Access Guidelines that emerged from the 2021 proposal and explains why they do not solve the consistency and transparency issues they were designed to address.

\section*{V. Federal Reserve Board Guidelines}

On May 5, 2021, with novel account requests pending, the Federal Reserve Board began a process for adopting Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests (Account Access Guidelines).\textsuperscript{462} What emerged more than a


\textsuperscript{457} Telephone Interview with Thomas Hoenig, supra note 11.

\textsuperscript{458} Gingold, supra note 367.

\textsuperscript{459} See supra note 191 and accompanying text. Notwithstanding this aversion to precedent, the Federal Reserve Board claims its long scrutiny of Custodia’s account application was warranted because the application is “precedent-setting.” See supra note 288 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{461} Id. at 25867.

\textsuperscript{462} Id. at 25865. The Board issued a request for additional comments in early 2022. Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. 12957 (Mar. 8, 2022). Custodia and Kraken had requested access in 2020. Lumminis, supra note 17. TNB’s account request was also pending. See supra note 240 and accompanying text. It seems likely that Intercam Banco Internacional Inc.’s request for an account was pending. See supra note 410.
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year later was a document directing Reserve Banks to consider a variety of risks when evaluating requests. The Guidelines also confirm that requests from institutions without federal oversight will be more closely scrutinized. The Federal Reserve Board, however, left unresolved many of the procedural defects apparent from the recent novel bank requests.

A. Account Guidelines

The Board explained that it developed the Account Access Guidelines because payment technology is rapidly evolving and “novel charter types [are being] authorized or considered by federal and state banking authorities across the country.” As a result, “the Reserve Banks are receiving an increasing number of inquiries and access requests from institutions that have obtained, or are considering obtaining, such novel charter types.” “Given the increase in the number and novelty of such inquiries,” the Board decided that “a more transparent and consistent approach to such requests should be adopted by the Reserve Banks.”

The Board did not create its Guidelines from whole cloth. Instead, it “sought to incorporate as much as possible existing Reserve Bank risk management practices.” “[T]he Board views the final Account Access Guidelines as an evolution of existing practices rather than the creation of ‘new standards.’”

The Guidelines have two sections. The first contains a list of risk management principles that seem collected from risks identified in previous novel bank requests. Those principles are:

- Accountholders should be legally eligible for an account and “should have a well-founded, clear, transparent, and enforceable legal basis for its operations.”
- Accountholders “should not present or create undue credit, operational, settlement, cyber or other risks to the Reserve Bank.”
- Accountholders should not “present or create undue . . . risks to the overall payment system.”
- Accountholders “should not create undue risk to the stability of the U.S. financial system.”
- Accountholders “should not create undue risk to the overall economy by facilitating activities such as money laundering, terrorism financing,

464. Id.
465. Id. at 51099.
466. Id.
469. Id. at 51106.
fraud, cybercrimes, economic or trade sanctions violations, or other illicit activity.”

- “Provision of an account and services to an institution should not adversely affect the Federal Reserve’s ability to implement monetary policy.”

Within each risk principle, the Guidelines prompt the Reserve Banks to consider an applicant’s financial condition, internal controls, policies, procedures, risk assessments, systems security measures, management expertise, governance arrangements, training programs, and more. The Guidelines instruct Reserve Banks to review risk assessments already performed by an institution’s federal and state supervisors when conducting their own “independent analysis” of each applicant’s risks.

The second section of the Account Access Guidelines is a “three-tier framework” where some requests for access receive greater scrutiny than others. Tier 1 federally insured financial institutions will “generally be subject to a less intensive and more streamlined review.” Next are the Tier 2 institutions that do not have federal insurance but do have a federal supervisor. Tier 2 institutions include: (1) OCC-chartered institutions without deposit insurance like institutions with a national trust bank charter, (2) state-chartered financial institutions without federal insurance that are members of the Federal Reserve System, and (3) Edge and Agreement Corporation and U.S. branches of foreign banks. For an institution with a holding company to be evaluated as a Tier 2 institution, the institution’s holding company must be subject by statute or commitment to oversight by the Federal Reserve. Tier 2 institutions receive an “intermediate level of review.” Tier 3 institutions are those that are not federally insured and do not meet the requirements to be considered Tier 2 institutions. They “will generally receive the strictest level of review.” When an account or payment access request may pose risks to the U.S. financial system or may adversely impact the Federal Reserve’s ability to implement monetary policy, a Reserve Bank should assess the risk “in coordination with other Reserve Banks and the Board.”

Under the Account Access Guidelines, nearly all the novel banks discussed in Part III would be considered Tier 3 institutions subject to strict review. Fourth Corner Credit Union, TNB, the Territorial Bank of American Samoa, Reserve

470. Id. at 51107-09.
471. Id.
472. Id. at 51106.
473. Id. at 51109-10.
474. Id. at 51109.
475. Id. at 51109-10.
476. Id.
477. Id. at 51110.
478. Id.
479. Id.
480. Id. at 51108-09.
Trust, privately insured credit unions, cooperativas, and Puerto Rican offshore banks all lack federal deposit insurance and do not have a federal supervisor. The Guidelines seem to formalize the lengthy vetting process that Fourth Corner, TNB, and TBAS encountered. The Guidelines do, however, suggest an alternative path. A Tier 3 institution’s request for an account might be viewed more favorably if the institution became a member of the Federal Reserve and subject to the Federal Reserve’s supervision.\textsuperscript{481}

Finally, the Guidelines emphasize the Reserve Banks’ discretion in considering account requests. Indeed, the Board labels the process to get an account as an “account request” rather than “an application.”\textsuperscript{482} For those that did not get the hint, the Board stresses: “[I]t is important to make clear that legal eligibility does not bestow a right to obtain an account and services.”\textsuperscript{483} Moreover, “[i]f the Reserve Bank decides to grant an access request, it may impose (at the time of account opening, granting access to service, or any time thereafter) obligations relating to, or conditions or limitation on, use of the account or services as necessary to limit operational, credit, legal or other risks . . . ”\textsuperscript{484}

\section{B. Improvements}

The Federal Reserve Board’s Account Access Guidelines improve the procedural landscape in some ways. First, by identifying specific risks,\textsuperscript{485} the Guidelines give account applicants better notice of the types of information the Federal Reserve Banks may seek as part of the application process. Second, the Guidelines clarify that Reserve Banks should consider the assessments already performed by other federal and state supervisors.\textsuperscript{486} Before the Guidelines, it was not clear that Reserve Banks would consider the work of state supervisory authorities. Third, the Guidelines publicly acknowledge that the Board would like the account access decisions to be consistent among the Federal Reserve Banks.\textsuperscript{487} Before the Guidelines, the Federal Reserve’s repeated insistence that the Reserve Banks have discretion in opening accounts\textsuperscript{488} may have been taken as an indication that the Board did not care whether that discretion resulted in different approaches across Federal Reserve Banks.

\textsuperscript{481} The Wyoming SPDI Custodia applied for Federal Reserve membership. \textit{Avanti Statement on Its Application to Become a Federal Reserve Bank Member, Custodia, supra note 263}. If it had been granted membership, it may have been treated as a Tier 2 institution. However, the Federal Reserve denied its membership application. \textit{See supra} notes 281-284 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{482} Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. at 51106-10.

\textsuperscript{483} \textit{Id.} at 51106.

\textsuperscript{484} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{485} \textit{Id.} at 51106-09.

\textsuperscript{486} \textit{Id.} at 51107-09.

\textsuperscript{487} \textit{Id.} at 51106.

\textsuperscript{488} \textit{See supra} notes 80, 133, 162, and accompanying text.
C. Remaining Problems

Still, the Account Access Guidelines stop short of solving the most pressing problems evident in novel bank account requests. In some cases, the Federal Reserve Board explicitly rejected suggestions that would have improved the procedural landscape.

First, although the Guidelines set up a risk-vetting process, the Guidelines do not explain how the account application process works. How should an applicant request an account? What information should an applicant submit? Are there expected timelines for the Reserve Bank to request follow-up information and for the applicant to respond? Will the Reserve Bank notify the applicant when the account request is deemed complete? How long does the Federal Reserve expect the evaluation process will take? Is there an appeal process if the Federal Reserve Bank reaches an unfavorable decision?

The Federal Reserve Board says that the “Reserve Banks are working together, in consultation with the Board, to expeditiously develop an implementation plan for the final Guidelines.” It did not explain what the implementation plan will entail or whether the plan will be public. Perhaps the Reserve Banks will choose to update Operating Circular 1. Perhaps they will choose to adopt a handbook like the one currently used by the New York Fed. And perhaps the implementation plan will answer many of the remaining procedural questions.

But the Guidelines themselves suggest that some problems will persist. First, the slow process is likely to continue. In responding to the Board’s proposed Guidelines, “many commentators recommended that the Board establish timelines within which Reserve Banks must grant or deny requests.” The Board rejected these recommendations, explaining that “[s]etting a specific timeline could result in an increased number of premature or unnecessary denials of access requests in cases where the specified timeline does not allow the Reserve Banks sufficient time to understand the intricacies of the requesting institutions’ risk profiles.” Moreover, Federal Reserve Governor Michelle Bowman warned that the adoption of Guidelines did not mean that account applications would be handled more expeditiously.

Second, the Guidelines leave the Board’s role in the process ambiguous. Reserve Banks are to make account access decisions in “consultation” with the


491. Id. at 51103.

492. Bowman Statement, supra note 489 (“There is a risk that this publication could set the expectation that reviews will now be completed on an accelerated timeline.”).
Board and other Reserve Banks. The Board explains that its role is to provide "oversight," but the Reserve Banks have "discretion in decision making." This matches the Board's pronouncements prior to the Guidelines. As the novel bank applications show, this explanation obscures that decisional nature of the Board's involvement. It allows the Board to argue that its pivotal decisions are beyond the scope of judicial review. In a court filing made only one day after it posted the final Guidelines on its webpage, the Board argued that its handling of an account application was beyond the reach of statutory procedural safeguards. It seems likely that the Board will continue to argue that its "coordination" role is beyond judicial review. The Reserve Banks are unlikely to clarify the Board's role.

Third, the Guidelines do not provide any processes or standards to ensure consistency in evaluating account requests. The Guidelines seek to promote consistency by identifying risks that Reserve Banks should evaluate when considering requests for accounts and payment services. But it is not clear that risk-identification was the issue most likely to lead to inconsistent Reserve Bank decisions. As Part III illustrates, before the Guidelines, Reserve Banks often spent substantial time evaluating each applicant's unique risks, whether those risks related to money laundering, government corruption, operational risk, or risk to the Fed's ability to implement monetary policy. The problem is not that Reserve Banks do not spot the same risks; it is that they might evaluate those risks inconsistently. What one Reserve Bank sees as an undue risk, another Reserve Bank may see as acceptable. The Board, as the supervisor of the Reserve Banks, is best positioned to ensure consistency, but its Guidelines stop short.

VI. Fixing the Process

The Account Access Guidelines confirm that Federal Reserve will not, on its own, fix fundamental procedural problems with the Reserve Banks' handling of account access decisions. Congress has previously shown that it wants a

494. Id. at 51103.
496. See supra Section IV.B.
497. See supra notes 438-444 and accompanying text.
498. See supra notes 439-442 and accompanying text.
499. See supra note 470 and accompanying text.
500. See supra Section IV.C.
501. Sadly, the Federal Reserve's approach to accounts mirrors its actions in other areas. Other researchers have observed: "The Fed's recent history is marked by a level of secrecy, and absence of comprehensible legal process, and an institutional closure utterly foreign to most federal regulation . . . ").
wide variety of financial institutions, including those without federal deposit insurance, to have fair access to Federal Reserve accounts and payment services.\textsuperscript{502} Congress can ensure that financial institutions receive fair access only by requiring that the Federal Reserve adopt procedural changes to make the process consistent and transparent.

\textit{A. Application Process}

Congress should require that the Reserve Banks adopt public application procedures. It should be clear how banks can request access, what material should be provided, when the Federal Reserve Bank considers the application complete, when the Federal Reserve expects to decide, and when the application is granted or denied.

As formalized in the new Account Access Guidelines, the account application process for novel banks (those that the Guidelines place in Tier 2 or Tier 3) involves an intense risk assessment.\textsuperscript{503} This risk assessment is like the risk vetting performed by bank supervisors when considering other types of applications. Indeed, part of the justification for subjecting Tier 3 institutions to more intensive review is that they have not previously been scrutinized by a federal bank supervisor.\textsuperscript{504} Yet when the OCC reviews an application for a charter, the Federal Reserve considers an application to become a bank holding company, or the FDIC evaluates an application for deposit insurance, there is a clear process. Congress establishes time frames.\textsuperscript{505} The agencies create application forms and provide lists of materials that applicants should provide.\textsuperscript{506} The Federal Reserve even has E-Apps, "a web-based application that allows banking organizations supervised by the Federal Reserve System to submit applications online."\textsuperscript{507} Handbooks describe the process for applicants and provide direction for agency staff.\textsuperscript{508} When an agency concludes that an

\textsuperscript{502}. See supra Section I.A discussing the expansion of institutions eligible for Federal Reserve accounts.

\textsuperscript{503}. See supra notes 473-479 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{505}. 12 U.S.C. § 4807 (2018). The Board currently believes this provision does not apply to account requests. See supra note 440 and accompanying text.
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application contains all of the required information, the agency informs the applicant.509

Account request applications should not be subject to a more ambiguous process. Indeed, the New York Fed’s Handbook shows that much more could be done to formalize the application process.510 The process for accessing accounts and payment services should be substantially similar across Federal Reserve Banks.

Some novel bank critics may worry that a clear account application process will facilitate the approval of excessively risky accounts. But given the long scrutiny of the novel banks discussed in Part III, it seems unwarranted to assume the Reserve Banks would suddenly embrace excessive risk.

B. The Board’s Role

Next, Congress should clarify the Federal Reserve Board’s role in the handling of account and payment services requests. The novel account requests suggest that Reserve Banks will not open a novel bank account without the approval of the Board. Similarly, if the Board believes that an applicant is too risky, a Reserve Bank will not open the account.511 Yet the Federal Reserve Act assigns responsibility for Federal Reserve accounts to the Reserve Banks.512 If the Board is going to persist in this practice, it should ask Congress to pass legislation assigning it a role in handling account and services requests. If the Board is going to have a determinative role in the decisionmaking process, applicant banks should have an opportunity to address the Board’s staff directly, rather than communicate through the Reserve Banks as intermediaries. If the Board’s decision effectively denies an applicant access, the applicant should be provided enough information to allow the applicant to evaluate the legal adequacy of the Board’s decision. The Board’s actions should be constrained by the Administrative Procedure Act and subject to judicial review.

Legislation describing the Board’s role in account access decisions would not be unprecedented. In 2010, as part of the Dodd Frank Act, Congress clarified the Board’s role with respect to a narrow subset of Federal Reserve Bank accountholders—financial market utilities.513 When a financial market utility requests an account, the Board of Governors must provide authorization before


510. See supra Section II.C.

511. See supra Section IV.B.


a Reserve Bank can open the account.\footnote{Id. § 5465(a); 12 C.F.R. § 234.5(a) (2023).} As part of this authorization process, the Board can impose conditions and limitations on the applicant’s use of the account.\footnote{12 U.S.C. § 5465(e)(1)(A).} If the utility changes its “rules, procedures, or operations” in a way “that could . . . materially affect[] the nature or level of risks,” it must provide the Board 60 days advance notice during which time the Board may object to the change.\footnote{Id. § 5465(e)(1)(H).} The Board must also weigh in if a Reserve Bank decides to close a financial market utility’s account.\footnote{Id. § 5465(E)(4).} Congress could similarly require that the Board provide approval before Reserve Banks open accounts for Tier 2 or Tier 3 banks.

C. Consistency & Transparency

Next, Congress should ensure that the Federal Reserve is accountable for the consistency of its account access decisions. First and foremost, Congress should require that the Federal Reserve make robust disclosures about accounts and account requests.

Congress has already started down this path. After early drafts of this Article, the Reserve Trust controversy, and the Custodia lawsuit brought Federal Reserve accounts into the limelight,\footnote{Many commentators recommended that the Federal Reserve provide a list of its accountholders. Senate Banking GOP (@BankingGOP), TWITTER (Aug. 15, 2022, 3:31 PM EST), https://mobile.twitter.com/BankingGOP/status/155926146134617024 [https://perma.cc/GW3H-WAFC] (“Claiming [master accounts are] . . . confidential business information is as absurd as claiming its [sic] confidential whether a bank has FDIC insurance or a television station has an FCC license.”); Jared Klee, Fed Master Accounts, FINTECH & FIN. (July 24, 2022), https://fattailedthoughts.substack.com/p/master-account [https://perma.cc/X4NN-SL9Q] (“Even the list of who has a Master Account isn’t known. It’s a black box and a shocking oversight for such an important part of our banking system.”); Julie A. Hill (@ProfJulieHill), TWITTER (June 22, 2022, 4:52 PM EST), https://twitter.com/ProfJulieHill/status/1539713017402851334 [https://perma.cc/L95U-RA2C?type=image] (“[T]he Federal Reserve Banks should be more transparent about master account applications. Tell us who has them, who has requested them, and who has been denied.”).} Congress passed a defense appropriations rider requiring that the Fed provide a “public, online, and searchable database that contains . . . every entity that currently has access to a reserve bank master account and services.”\footnote{Id. § 5465(e)(1)(A), (E). When a financial market utility proposes a change that “raise[s] novel or complex issues” the Board can extend the review timeline by 60 days. Id. § 5465(e)(1)(H).} The Federal Reserve must also provide “a list of every entity that submits an access request for a reserve bank master account and services.”\footnote{Id. § 5465(E)(4).} For each financial institution, the Federal Reserve must identify whether the institution is federally insured.\footnote{Many commentators recommended that the Federal Reserve provide a list of its accountholders. Senate Banking GOP (@BankingGOP), TWITTER (Aug. 15, 2022, 3:31 PM EST), https://mobile.twitter.com/BankingGOP/status/155926146134617024 [https://perma.cc/GW3H-WAFC] (“Claiming [master accounts are] . . . confidential business information is as absurd as claiming its [sic] confidential whether a bank has FDIC insurance or a television station has an FCC license.”); Jared Klee, Fed Master Accounts, FINTECH & FIN. (July 24, 2022), https://fattailedthoughts.substack.com/p/master-account [https://perma.cc/X4NN-SL9Q] (“Even the list of who has a Master Account isn’t known. It’s a black box and a shocking oversight for such an important part of our banking system.”); Julie A. Hill (@ProfJulieHill), TWITTER (June 22, 2022, 4:52 PM EST), https://twitter.com/ProfJulieHill/status/1539713017402851334 [https://perma.cc/L95U-RA2C?type=image] (“[T]he Federal Reserve Banks should be more transparent about master account applications. Tell us who has them, who has requested them, and who has been denied.”).}

Only weeks before Congress passed this legislation, the Federal Reserve Board issued a request for comments on its own proposal to provide a list of
institutions with access to Federal Reserve accounts or services.\textsuperscript{522} The Board explained that its "proposed list would include all institutions that access Reserve Bank priced financial services directly via a master account and those that access services indirectly via a master account of its correspondent bank."\textsuperscript{523} Each institution would be identified by institution name and "the Reserve Bank district in which the institution is located."\textsuperscript{524} Like the legislation, the Board proposed identifying which institutions were federally insured and which were not.\textsuperscript{525} The Board also planned to identify institutions that were recently granted access to an account or services and institutions that no longer have access.\textsuperscript{526}

While the legislation requiring disclosure of Federal Reserve accountholders and applicants is an important step forward, it may not be sufficient to allow meaningful review of the Federal Reserve’s account access decisions—particularly if it is implemented as described in the Board’s proposal.

First, Congress did not specify how the financial institutions in the database would be identified.\textsuperscript{527} The Board’s proposal would disclose only the bank name and Federal Reserve district.\textsuperscript{528} Because many banks have similar names,\textsuperscript{529} identifying financial institutions this way could make it difficult to determine which have access to Federal Reserve accounts and services. Other federal financial institution databases provide more information. For example, the Federal Reserve’s own Fedwire Participants database lists the financial institution name, location, and ABA routing number.\textsuperscript{530} The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council’s database provides each institution’s name,
headquarters address, FDIC certificate number, and ABA routing number. The Federal Reserve could minimize name confusion by providing institutions’ addresses and ABA routing numbers. This information would also allow database users to cross-reference the information about Federal Reserve accounts with other financial institution data, like quarterly call reports.

Second, the proposed disclosure categories do not match the way the Federal Reserve evaluates account and service requests. The new statute and the Board proposal both anticipate disclosing information that distinguishes federally insured institutions from those that are not federally insured. But the Board’s Account Access Guidelines separate financial institutions into three distinct tiers—one for federally insured institutions, one for institutions without federal insurance but with a federal prudential regulator and Federal Reserve oversight of its holding company, and one for other institutions. The Federal Reserve thinks these types of financial institutions are different enough to warrant different levels of scrutiny. The Federal Reserve should be transparent about the level of scrutiny it applies to each institution. Its disclosures should identify financial institutions by tier. Among other things, this change will allow the public to better evaluate procedural consistency across the Federal Reserve districts.

Similarly, the Federal Reserve’s proposed disclosures lump together all financial institutions with “access” to Federal Reserve accounts or services, regardless of whether the institution has a master account or settles transactions through a correspondent bank. But master account access is not the same as respondent access. Accordingly, the Federal Reserve should identify which

534. Outside observers may not be able to easily distinguish some Tier 2 institutions from Tier 3 institutions. To be evaluated under Tier 2’s intermediate scrutiny, a financial institution’s holding company must be “subject to Federal Reserve oversight (by statute or commitments).” Id. at 51109-10. A holding company’s commitment to Federal Reserve oversight may not otherwise be publicly disclosed.
535. Because the Federal Reserve’s Guidelines establishing the three-tiered review is new, the Federal Reserve may not have sorted existing account and service users into these categories. Nevertheless, the Federal Reserve Board affirmed that its Guidelines would “be applied broadly including to existing accounts.” Id. at 51106. Accordingly, the Federal Reserve should be able to provide these classifications after a reasonable transition period.
537. Some payment services are available only to institutions that can settle transactions in their own master account. Operating Circular 1 (2021), supra note 37, §§ 2.1 n.3, 2.7 (explaining that among other things, Fedwire transactions cannot settle in a correspondent’s account). It is not clear whether the Federal Reserve applies the same level of scrutiny to requests for services through a correspondent that it does to requests for master accounts. See Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. at 51106 n.1 (stating that the Account Access Guidelines’ risk principles apply to services accessed through correspondents but omitting any discussion of correspondent relationships with respect to the tiered review framework).
financial institutions access payment services through a master account and which access services through correspondent banking relationships.

Third, neither the legislation nor the Board's proposal contemplates any explanation of the Federal Reserve's decisions. For example, when the Federal Reserve discloses that it denied an account or service request, it does not publicly disclose why. Perhaps the Federal Reserve determined the institution was legally ineligible. Perhaps the Federal Reserve determined that if there were many more institutions of the same type, it would pose a risk to the payment system. Or perhaps the Federal Reserve had concerns about the applicant's management, policies, or capitalization.

Leaving observers to guess about the Federal Reserve's reasoning for denying requests can be costly for future applicants. If the Federal Reserve decides that certain charters are ineligible, it makes little sense for others with the same charter to seek Federal Reserve accounts. Similarly, if the Federal Reserve concludes that narrow banks cannot have accounts because they threaten the Fed's ability to conduct monetary policy or that cryptocurrency custody services threaten the payment system, the Fed should disclose this information. Otherwise, people waste time and money traveling down the same unfruitful path.

If the Federal Reserve explained its reasons for denying accounts and services, observers would be better able to assess the consistency of Federal Reserve decisions. This could lend credibility to the Federal Reserve and its account-related decisions. As the Reserve Trust experience shows, sometimes the existence of an account leads to more questions than answers. If there was a straightforward explanation about why Reserve Trust was no longer legally eligible for an account, the Federal Reserve might have saved itself the accusations of impropriety by providing that explanation.

Accordingly, the Federal Reserve should provide brief public explanations when it denies account or services requests. It should also provide explanations when it decides to close an account or terminate service. When decisions impact classes of applicants (e.g., those with a particular charter, or those with a particular business plan), the Federal Reserve should provide a decision comprehensive enough to provide guidance for similar institutions. Because the Federal Reserve already provides written decisions to institutions whose requests are declined, making these decisions publicly available should not be onerous.

Of course, not everyone is enthusiastic about more robust Federal Reserve account disclosures. Some are concerned that the disclosures will harm financial institutions. For example, some worry that disclosing information about rejected

538. Cf. Chad M. Oldfather, Remediying Judicial Inactivism: Opinions as Informational Regulation, 58 FLA. L. REV. 743, 791 (2006) (explaining that written court opinions "enable the assessment of courts' performance over a long period of time" making it "possible to determine the extent to which courts are in fact treating like cases alike").

539. See supra Section III.E.

540. See supra notes 167-171 and accompanying text. If the decision letter contains confidential personal information, that information could be redacted.
applications "might reflect poorly" on the failed applicant.\footnote{541} While this reputational risk may be real, we should view it as one of the risks applicants take when they request accounts. Others who make applications to bank supervisors accept this risk as part of the application process. For example, when the OCC denies an application to buy a bank, it might reflect negatively on the company requesting the acquisition.\footnote{542} But this does not prevent the OCC from making the disclosure.\footnote{543}

Second, some worry that increased transparency will curtail the Federal Reserve's discretion. According to Derek Tang, an economist at Monetary Policy Analytics: "[I]f who applies, and potentially who gets rejected, is public, then applicants can figure out exactly what the lines are and argue, in court or in public, that treatment has been inconsistent."\footnote{544} But this is a feature, not a drawback, of disclosure. Transparency allows applicants and the public to assess whether account and service requests are handled consistently. The Federal Reserve has no legitimate interest in ensuring that it retains authority to handle applications according to its whims. Applicants that are treated unfairly should have some avenue for redress.

But even robust public disclosure might not be enough to bring consistency. If, after the Federal Reserve makes the disclosures above, it appears that applications for Federal Reserve accounts are not handled consistently, Congress should adopt additional legislation to achieve consistency. There are many possible avenues for improving consistency, many of them procedural. For example, Congress could require that a centralized committee led by the Board review all applications for accounts and services.\footnote{545}

\footnote{541. Zoe Sagalow, \textit{Fed Guidelines on Master Account Access Leave Lingering Questions}, S&P GLOB. MKT. INTEL. (Sept. 15, 2022), https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/fed-guidelines-on-master-account-access-leave-lingering-questions-72064673 [https://perma.cc/XV98-9Q6N] (quoting Chip MacDonald, managing director of MacDonald Partners); see also Proposed Guidelines for Evaluating Account and Services Requests, 87 Fed. Reg. 68691, 68691 (Nov. 16, 2022) ("[T]he Board acknowledges that institutions could face the risk of reputation harm if they are denied access to accounts and services, even if the denial is due to a Reserve Bank's evaluation of information that is publicly available (e.g., information about an institution's business model).")}
the Federal Reserve adopt an internal appeals procedure to remedy inconsistent outcomes.\textsuperscript{546} Congress could clarify that the Reserve Banks are subject to FOIA and the APA.\textsuperscript{547} Congress could also encourage consistency through substantive rules. For example, Congress could adopt specific liquidity rules or reserve requirements.\textsuperscript{548} Or Congress could state that all legally eligible institutions are entitled to an account without separate risk-vetting conducted by the Federal Reserve.\textsuperscript{549}

Conclusion

Banks of all types need access to Federal Reserve-provided accounts and payment systems. For traditional banks—those that accept federally insured deposits and make loans—access to Federal Reserve payment systems is straightforward. But novel banks spend years trying to navigate a system with no clear application documents, no clear decisionmaker, and sometimes no clear decision. The Federal Reserve Board recently adopted Account Access Guidelines, but they do not solve these problems.

Congress should require that the Reserve Banks adopt public application procedures. The Board should be transparent about the gatekeeping role it plays in account and payment access decisions. The Board’s actions should be subject to administrative law constraints. And Congress should require that the Federal Reserve make robust disclosures about account and service access decisions. If these measures do not result in consistent access to accounts and services, Congress should consider additional procedural constraints or legislative directives to ensure that financial institutions have broad access to accounts.

\textsuperscript{546} In other contexts, federal bank supervisors are required to provide an intra-agency appeals process for material supervisory determination. See 12 U.S.C. § 4806(a) (2018).


\textsuperscript{548} \textit{Cf.} Dan Awrey, \textit{Unbundling Banking, Money, and Payments}, 100 GEO. L.J. 715, 774-775 (2022) (arguing that non-bank payment firms be given access to Federal Reserve accounts provided that they “hold 100% of customer deposits in this account”); Letter from James A. Reuter to Ann E. Misback, \textit{supra} note 545 (“We recommend a more precise definition of ‘sufficient liquid resources’ and more specificity with respect to the process by which an entity must identify and measure its liquidity risk.”).

\textsuperscript{549} Whether all eligible institutions are legally entitled to accounts and payment services under existing law is beyond the scope of this Article.